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VVaV/'V A PREFACE
In view of the absence of any great quantity of recorded material on
the subject of accounting as applied to the granite Industry, the major
part of the work of preparing this thesis rested in contacts with granite
officials. The writer is indebted to the officials and organizations
listed below for their cooperation. I am especially indebted to Mr.
Maurice O'Connor of the Cold Spring Granite Company who donated a consid-
erable amount of his leisure hours to discussions of this subject with me.
Royal Granite Co, - St. Cloud, Minnesota
Mr. Hugo Freeburg, President.
John Clark Granite Co. - Rockville, Minnesota
Mr. Gordon Clark, President.
Cold Spring Granite Co. - Cold Spring, Minnesota
Mr. Maurice O'Connor, Accountant.
North Star Granite Co. - St. Cloud, Minnesota
Mr. John Campbell, Production Manager.
Universal Granite Co. - St. Cloud, Minnesota
Mr. Albert Marsolek, Office Manager.
Rock of Ages Corporation - Barre, Vermont
Mr. William M. Lyons, Accountant.
Melrose Granite Co. - St. Cloud, Minnesota
Mr. William J. Bohmer, President.
Granite City Granite Co. - St. Cloud, Minnesota
Mr. C. P. Ahlgren, Production Manager and also
President of Northwest Granite Manufacturers Association.
Jones Brothers Company - Barre, Vermont
Mr. J. A. Healy, Production Manager.
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1INTRODUCTION
When an auditor commences his work in a business concern for the
first time, he should study especially all the new features that are pre-
sented by that concern. He has to know the industry or line of business
as a whole, as well as the accounting procedure in use. Knowledge of the
industry or line of business as a whole involves some technical knowledge
of the products used, the routine, and the processes which have been
adopted. A study of the accounting procedure is necessary in order fully
to understand the records vjhich have been set up, as well as to submit,
if necessary, recommendations for improvements in the manner of recording
the information which would result in more accurate statements disclosing
the financial condition and the sources for the increase and decrease of
ownership, as a result of operations. This sort of study places the au-
ditor in a position to render more efficient service to his client. For
these reasons, a portion of this thesis is given over to a description
of the granite industry, the accounting principles involved, and methods
of recording the results of operations.
DEFINITION
"Granite.—A Rock consisting of quartz, feldspar, and mica, generally
so coarsely crystalline that its ingredients are conspicuous to the naked
eye. Color, usually light or dark gray, or flesh red, the latter shade
derived from a flesh-colored feldspar; the quartz, uncleavable and usually
light grayish or smoky in color; the feldspar, white to flesh red, and
yielding smooth, shining surface by cleavage; the mica, white to black

2and affording thin, flexible leaves by cleavage. Most granite is igneous,
and exhibits most typically the characters of the platonic rocks. Some
granite appears to be metamorphic. Some granite appears to constitute
true veins."*
USES OP GRANITE
The granite industry may be classified according to the use of the
product into four classes—monument, building, paving, and miscellaneous.
The monument class caters to the sentimental feelings of the public
by providing a suitable physical expression of feeling or regard for
persons, institutions, or events. People have been accustomed to the
words tombstones and gravestones, but one of the changes brought about
by the manufacturers of this type of product has been to substitute the
word memorials. As an aftermath of the Y/orld War, there have been
erected many memorials to the men who died in the service of their coun-
try. A large number of these memorials have been constructed of granite.
The building class provides granite blocks in plain or special de-
signs for buildings, mausoleums, large monuments, columns, bases, etc.
In some cases the entire outer structure has been set up with granite,
while in others the granite has been used as a base and spread about the
outer structure in accordance with the plans of the architect. There
are many types of structures which require granite blocks—both rough-
finished and polished.
The paving class furnishes small granite blocks and curbing for use
* Book of Geology . James D. Dana, p. 36, American Book Co., 1897.

3in the construction and repair of streets.
The miscellaneous class provides crushed stone and rip-rap as its
major contribution to the industry.
The reader should not conclude that these classes are operated by
separate companies. Later in the thesis, there will be presented and
explained a chart of the progress of stone, which will indicate clearly
that some companies produce all types, others produce some of the types,
and still others concentrate on a special class.
STATISTICS, INCLUDING SOURCES AND VOLUME OF PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED
STATES.
There are four granite areas in the United States: (1) the Appa-
lachian district of the eastern United States, extending from Maine to
Georgia; (2) the Middle Western States, especially Minnesota and Wis-
consin; (3) the Rocky Mountain States; and (4) the Pacific Coast States.
The following figures on the sales by manufacturers for 1929 are
taken from the Bureau of the Census report on the Fifteenth Census of
the United States, Manufactures: 1929, Industrial Series:
1. Granite for Exterior Building Use:
Value for the whole country $11,422,148.
Massachusetts
New York
Minnesota
New Hampshire
Maine
Vermont
1,911,893.
1,808,411.
1,695,667.
1,068,832.
590,649.
525,163.

42. Monumental Granite:
Value for the whole country $49,634,342.
Vermont 14,222,581.
New York 6,075,957.
Massachusetts 4,072,656.
Minnesota 3,454,380.
Pennsylvania 2 , 533 , 736
.
Wisconsin 2,040,995.
3. Granite Paving Blocks:
Value for the whole country $2,641,241.
Maine 1,369,355.
Massachusetts 521,525.
Wisconsin <ioc> ,ooy
Hew Hampshire 100,003.
4. Granite Curbing:
Value for the whole country $1,547,165.
Massachusetts 569,720.
Georgia 369,924.
Maine 128,814.
Hew York c\ rs Ann98,477.
Pennsylvania 95,543.
5. Other Granite:
Value for the whole country $1,631,949.
Massachusetts 326,346.
Georgia 116,982.
6. Building Granite for Interior Use:
Value for the Ttfiole country-
ten states reported. §15,262.
In summarizing those figures it may be seen that the value of the
sales by States would be in the following order:
-
-Vermont, Massachusetts,
New York, and Minnesota. However, the Census Bureau in its bulletin
of July 15, 1931, on granite discloses that the leading States in order
of production of granite were:—California. North Carolina, and South
Carolina.

5NEED FOR UNIPORI.I ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE AND KI0V/LEDG3 0? ACCOUNTING
PRINCIPLES
In 1929, there were four hundred and six enterprises in the granite
industry according to the figures released by the United States Bureau
of the Census. It is safe to say that the majority of these enterprises
were, and are conducted by men who have grown up in the industry itself.
They constitute the so-called practical group who understand, for the
most part, the quarrying and finishing work in a very thorough manner.
Yet, when it comes to the recording of the results of their work, they
are at a loss to know how they might correctly set forth the figures.
Another reason for the lack of uniform accounting systems is the size of
the average concern. This prohibits the employing of highly specialized
accountants, to say nothing of the installation of complicated account-
ing systems, the expense of which would be too much for most of the con-
cerns. Certified public accountants admit that it is often impossible
to convince granite company executives of the need for gathering cost
figures and for keeping clear accounting records. These very executives,
however, are realizing that their "book work" must be kept up in order
that they may be in a better competitive position when knowledge of
actual cost is necessary. Owing to the condition of highly competi-
tive bidding on new jobs, it is doubtful if the granite industry will
reach a point in the near future when the various enterprises will open
up their accounting methods for the benefit of the industry as a whole.
In 1929, the United States Tariff Commission conducted an investi-
gation of costs of production in the Monumental (Granite) Business. As

6an explanation of the cost figures presented, the Commission commented
on the fact that the companies furnishing cost information, with but
one exception, did not keep detailed cost records. This is reflected
in the wide range reported for manufacturing expense in relation to
the direct labor. According to the figures presented, the relation
in percentage figures of the former to the latter showed a spread from
85. 1% to 239.4$. With such a wide range, it may be seen that companies
with a knowledge of their actual costs are in a much better position
when bidding on jobs.
The writer proposes to offer a description of the work processes,
to submit a typical chart of accounts, a method of accumulating cost
figures, and to present and describe books of entry, forms, and records
which might be used in the granite industry. This treatment is intended
to pave the way for a more liberal discussion of uniform accounting
procedure in the granite industry. To the best knowledge of the writer,
there has been no previous attempt to set up in writing any description
of accounting procedure in the granite industry.

QUARRIES
lough Stoclc
SALES &
COMPLETERS
.Rough Stoclc
FINISHDIG SHOPS
Produce:
Semi-Finished
Finished
Finished
CONSUMER
Chart of Progress of Stone
Extraction from quarry to consumer and the
various stages in which granite companies
may he interested.
Memorials !
General Public
Organizat ions
Civic Bodies
Building Gran it e t
Construction
Concerns.
Principals

6DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRESS OF STONE
The foregoing Chart of the Progress of Stone In the Granite Industry
brings out the fact that there are varying degrees in the activities
of the many companies in this field. As indicated, some companies in-
clude all the phases of manufacturing and distribution from the 'raw'
stage to the placing of the finished stock into the hands of the ultimate
consumer. On the other hand, we may find many who specialize in one,
or several, of the steps in the flow of operations.
Illustrating the flow of unfinished granite from the quarries
—
the quarries may be owned by the manufacturers, in ^ich case the rough
stock, for the most part, will be sent directly to the finishing sheds
of that manufacturer. Of course, some of the unfinished granite may be
sold to other finishers. In some cases, quarrying is the main work of
the quarrying companies, in which cases the rough stock is sold to
finishers who perform the remaining work necessary to produce the re-
quired finished form.
The output of the finishing sheds is composed of finished and
semi-finished stock. The finished stock may be sold directly to the
consumer, to sales agents, or to independent sales organizations. Un-
finished stock is sold to independent sales organizations, and the final
finishing is done by them in accordance with the requirements of the
consumers. A few words may be added in explanation of the general
title—consumers. In the case of memorials, the consumers are the
general public, civic bodies, organizations, etc. The building granite
is sold, for the most part, to construction concerns and, in some cases,
directly to the organization for whom the construction is being done.

9A further explanation may be given of the title—Sales and Com-
pleters. They may deal only in finished granite, or their organization
may be set up so that they may be able to take semi-rough blocks and
out out the desired types of memorials. However, almost all of the
sales organizations are equipped with, or have ready access to, facili-
ties for adding final touches, such as lettering and cutting designs
on the finished memorial.
With reference to the distribution of the finished stock of the
finishing sheds, mention has already been made of one of the outlets,
namely the independent sales organizations. In addition, finishers
may have authorized agents in the different sections of the country.
Furthermore, most of the finishers have selling organizations of their
own. Generally speaking, the finishers employ all three channels in
the distribution of their products.
There has been no attempt to present a detailed chart of the
progress of stone simply because of the confusion which might arise
from a detailed description of such. The latter would be more justi-
fied in a thesis on the marketing of granite. A brief general descrip-
tion is more suitable for a thesis dealing with the accounting methods
and problems in the granite industry.

QUAEEYING
Before a decision is made to commence quarrying in a prospective
quarry site, it is necessary to determine the feasibility of such opera-
tions in that particular site. In the first place, the quality of the
granite must be ascertained. "The adaptability of a stone to structural
or ornamental use is governed mainly by its inherent physical, chemical,
and mineral properties. The properties required for different uses
differ greatly, depending on the purpose for which the stone is to be
employed. For bridge rock great strength is required, for monuments
or other outdoor structures appearance and resistance to weathering are
of more consequence, and for interior decoration attractive color and
adaptability to carving and polishing are the chief requisites. Some
of the important properties of stone are its composition (mineral or
chemical), hardness, texture, color, strength, porosity, and specific
gravity or weight."*
The granite should be tested by geologists and engineers who are
qualified for such work. After exhaustive tests, they should furnish
a report as to the particular properties of the granite in that site.
Furthermore, the engineers should be called upon to furnish an estimate
of the amount of granite in that particular site. There are qualified
engineering organizations who can furnish reliable estimates.
"The chief considerations in selecting stones are durability,
**
appearance, and cost." Building granite, memorials, and paving
* Structural and Ornamental Stones of Minnesota, Oliver Bowles,
Bulletin 663—U.S. Geological Survey, p. 35
**Same, p. 39.
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blocks are exposed to the weather. In varying climates, they are subject
to rain, snow, cold, and heat. The ability of the stone to withstand
these elements makes it more valuable from the point of competition.
Actual observation of a certain type of stone which has been exposed to
the elements for a long period of time is the best method of determining
the weathering qualities of that type of stone. Paving blocks have
the additional requirement of resistance to wear and this, also, may
best be ascertained by inspection of paving blocks in use.
Permanent appearance is desirable in stones. A change of color,
of course, might be offset by the fact that there will be an accompany-
ing change in the same degree of all the stones. In the selection of
blocks of stone which will be part of a composite mass, uniformity of
color is essential. The texture of the stone should be of uniform
appearance unless it is desired to vary the texture in order to add
to the attractiveness of a given portion of the structure.
The final, but by no means least important, consideration is the
cost. This brings to the fore a mooted point—what Is Cost? Since
It is not necessary here to treat this accounting principle in detail,
a general treatment of the point will be given. In the case of a
company engaged in quarrying only, we might consider cost to be the
actual cost of granite blocks at the point of shipping, which is
usually right at the quarry site. In the case of a company which does
its own finishing, we shall interpret cost as all costs incurred in
quarrying and transporting the granite blocks to the finishing sheds.

In considering cost as explained above, it is absolutely necessary
to determine how much expense must be incurred In obtaining granite
blocks at the finishing sheds. Granted that all costs other than trans-
portation to the finishing sheds are favorable, the cost of transport-
ing might render the working of that site unprofitable. The term cost,
as used in this section, refers to the cost at destination, either
on the shipping platform in the case of quarrying companies, or the
finishing shed in the case of quarrying and finishing companies.
There are elements of cost other than transporting which must be
considered. First of all there is the problem of stripping. This is
the procedure of preparing the quarry site for the extraction of
granite blocks. The granite formation may be covered with soil and
waste material, all of which must be cleared away. Sometimes the
expenses of stripping are prohibitive and the quarry site is abandoned.
The presence of water adds another cost item because pumps will have
to be utilized to drain off the accumulating water. Depth of the
quarry usually results in increasing costs because of the added burden
placed upon the hoisting apparatus. Accumulation of waste material
is a problem, especially if the waste has been placed over a portion
of a desirable granite formation. The ease with which the stone may
be quarried is another factor which will affect the cost. Transpor-
tation has been referred to before but only as to the right to include
it as part of the cost. Quarried granite is quite bulky and, naturally,
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is a very heavy mass. The method of transporting depends upon the loca-
tion of the quarry and the facilities available. Today, the larger
quarries have spur tracks adjacent to the quarry pits, representing a
vast change from the days when the granite was hauled along roughly con-
structed roads by teams. In some cases, water transportation may be
profitably employed. These are the major features of cost to be con-
sidered, but there are other features which might be considered in
addition by experienced quarriers.
STRIPPING
The amount of work and the method of performing it depend upon
the nature of the material to be "stripped" or removed from the quarry
site before acceptable stone can be quarried. Surface soil may be
removed by steam shovels, hand labor, scrapers, or flushed out v/ith
water. The removal of the surface soil is not the only problem to be
faced. Very often it is necessary to remove inferior surface rock be-
fore the desirable rock is erposed for possible extraction. Prom the
accounting viewpoint, the removal of this rock should be considered
in the same light as the removal of the surface soil.
QUARRYING OPERATIONS
The amount and type of rock to be removed from the quarry depend
upon the decision of the management. This decision is passed on to
the superintendent of the quarry. A person in authority will then
procede to plan out the work operations. In the removal of the stone,
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It is necessary to take into consideration the joints, seams, and other
imperfections of Hie imbedded rock. The official, acting in the light of
years of experience, will follow the seams and joints in order to obtain
a clean break, and Indicate the size of the block which is to be removed.
One method of removal (channelling) is to insert small drills
every few inches, driving them slowly to the same depth in order to se-
cure a more uniform break. Following this, larger drills are used, and
then wedges and special tools. The drills may be driven by either*
steam power or compressed air, although the latter is now in more pre-
dominant use. If the mass is not separated as a result of these methods,
gunpowder may be used especially where it is desired to remove the rock
in one piece. In cases where one piece is not desired, dynamite is
used, with the result that the mass is broken up into many small pieces.
The technical features of the operation are treated in more detail in
texts and reports on the subject.
Following extraction, the granite is examined for quality. If
acceptable, it is sent to the spur track for removal from the quarry.
Sometimes it is necessary to remove a portion of the inferior stone;
this is often done at the quarry. After the separation, the acceptable
granite is sent to the spur track and the inferior stone removed to
the grout pile. The hoisting apparatus is utilized in the removal of
granite from the quarry floor. The derricks are of the wood boom type
and the steel type, depending upon the size of the organization and
weather conditions.
i
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In most cases, the spur tracks run close to the edge of the quarry
pit, so that the granite can be hoisted from the pit directly on to the
flat cars that are on the spur track. When a sufficient quantity has
been loaded, the oars are moved to the next stage in the flow of operations
namely, the finishing sheds.
SAWING
The large blocks must now be cut to a more suitable and workable
size or form. If it is desired to obtain a number of thin slabs, it
is necessary to saw the block. This is accomplished by placing the
block on a gang saw frame. Contrary to the general belief, granite is
not sawed in the same manner as wood. There are two or more blades
which strike at a similar number of holes, but the actual wearing of
that portion of granite is accomplished through the use of abrasives.
Water and steel shot are applied to the positions on the block through
which the cut is to be made. The moving blades force the steel shot
against the stone, and this wearing process results in grooves which
are made through the block. The number of grooves depends upon the
size of the block and the number of slabs desired. Each block weighs
approximately thirty to seventy tons and the rate of sawing depends on
the saw, blade, and the hardness of the rock. The average rate in
sawing St. Cloud granite is one foot per hour. Other types of saws
may be used, such as the rotary saw and the Chase saw. Before passing
on, it might be noted that plaster is used to even the rough granite
so as to permit the holding of the shot on the edges while the sawing
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operation Is being performed,
POLISHIN
G
The next stage of operations Is the polishing stage which may be
subdivided into several operations. Vi/hen the slabs of granite are
brought in from the sawing room, they are placed in position for the
polishing machines. First a slab is placed under an emery vjheel which
is used to polish one side of the slab. Pine grade shot is used as
an abrasive with a continual spray of water to aid in the polishing
process. At this point, it is well to point out that the size of the
plant will result in different procedures. Larger plants have a line
of polishers, each one performing a definite polishing operation.
Smaller plants are obliged to use the same polishers and to change the
polishing wheels for each step. Furthermore, there is a distinction
in the type of granite to be used. Building granite, for the most
part, calls for but one smooth surface while the monumental granite
usually requires five smooth surfaces. The writer is explaining the
polishing procedure when large slabs are being polished, preparatory
to the cutting Into the smaller size blocks for both building granite
and monumental granite.
The next polishing step is the use of the emery or other grinding
compound in order to secure a semi-smooth finish. In this step, as
well as in the previous one, disks of wrought iron are used for con-
tact with the abrasive materials. Kext, there is usually another
emery grinding operation in order to secure a little finer polish.
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The final polishing step in this flow of operations is often called
buffing. This calls for felt, rather than wrought iron disks, on
the polisher and the use of putty powder and other polishing compounds.
Some types of granite blocks must have a rock finish or an axed
finish in order to confrom to the requirements. In these cases, it
may not be absolutely essential to carry out all of the polishing
operations. In addition, some blocks may be sold as rough building
blocks, in which case the polishing is not necessary. For this type
of work chiseling tools, usually operated by compressed air, are used
to obtain the desired form.
CARBORUNDUM WORK
The Plant Superintendent, or some other designated official,
selects the stone to be worked upon for each Individual job. As a
rule, each piece of granite to be worked upon has an accompanying
draftsman's drawing of the desired finished form of the stone with
dimensions, color, quality, and design indicated. The official
makes his selection from these requirements, and he so indicates to
the workmen. When a large slab has passed through the polishing
operations, it is examined and marked for the sizes and number of
pieces into which it will be cut. Each piece indicated is marked
with a number corresponding to the number of the card for which the
stone is selected. This, of course, is done by an official who is
guided by the work called for by the cards in his possession. If
there is no available stock to cover the requirements, he notifies
the quarriers to supply the finishing shed with a given quantity of
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that type and size of granite blocks.
The Carborundum machine is used to cut out the slabs from the
large polished blocks, as Indicated by the official. As an illustra-
tion, assume that he has indicated on a polished block that five slabs
are to be cut out. These slabs have been marked with due regard to
size, color, and condition of the granite block itself. There may be
a large amount of waste granite or the most of the block will be se-
lected. Wherever possible, it is desirable to utilize as much of the
granite block as possible, preserving however the desired quality at
all times.
A carborundum vfoeel is guided along the marks indicated and, at
a slow but uniform pace, with the aid of water, the granite is worn
away on the line of contact. In a similar manner, all of the slabs
to be cut from the polished block will be worked upon until all have
been cut out. The card already mentioned for each numbered slab
follows the slab through the remainder of the processes.
If there are to be grooves on the slab in question, it then
passes to the moulding machines where the requirements are carried out.
The final major stage in the manufacturing process is the
finishing stage. Besides the additional work which is necessary to
complete the products of the line operations, it is well to point out
that this stage also involves types of work which do not go through
the line operations already described. The preparation of columns
and the borings for hollow interiors are examples of the latter. With
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this in mind, the finishing vrork may be divided into the following
classes—cutting, carving, sand-blasting, hand polishing, carborundum
work, and special processes.
The viork of the cutters Is varied, depending upon the condition
of the stone and the specifications to be carried out. When the car-
borundum machine has been used in the line process, the cutting is
not carried through the entire width of the block. When the cut has
reached a point vbere the uncut portion may be separated easily and
more economically by wedges, these are resorted to. There will remain
a rough edge, caused by the splitting of the rock; and, naturally,
this uneven edge must be worked upon to secure the desired finish.
Some stone will require special surfacing of such a nature that it
must be done with small surfacing machines and tools. Furthermore,
especially in the case of building granite, it may be necessary to
cut out holes for pipes and to remove a portion of the stone for
grills, etc. For the most part, this type of work calls for indi-
vidual craftsmanship in order to carry out the minute requirements
of each slab. The vrarkers use both hand and machine driven tools.
The carvers play an important part in preparing the ornamental
granite for the finished stage. Their work calls for great skill,
and it varies from simple design carving to sculptural work. One
of the best examples of granite carving may be seen at Barre, Vermont,
where there Is erected a life-size carving (in granite) of Robert
Burns. This is set upon a high base, which in itself Is a splendid
example of this type of work.
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The use of sand-blasting has considerably decreased the cost
of design work. A coating of liquid rubber is spread over the general
area of the proposed carving, and this is allowed to dry. Then a de-
signer will work out the outline of the specified carving or letter-
ing by removing a portion of the rubber. For special types of work,
plaster models are given to the designer so that he may reproduce
the model as exactly as possible. The stone is then moved into the
sand-blasting room, and the sand-blast is applied. Due to the rubber
coating over the surface not to be carved, the effect of the blast-
ing will be created only on the exposed surface, thus reproducing
the desired design on the surface. As the sand strikes the rubber
coating, it bounces off. Before a completed stone passes from the
finishing sheds, it is cleaned in order to remove rust and other
stains which may have developed during the operations. A light sand-
blasting is an effective way of cleaning it.
There are some types of work which require hand polishing
and rubbing, such as the smoothing of small pieces and the edges of
stone. In other words, the detailed and exact portions of the
specified finish are done by hand polishing. Carborundum saws are
used to perfect moulds and grooves when such are required for a
given piece of stone. There are also other types of machines for
putting the finishing touches on the stone to prepare it for delivery.
By the latter is meant completion in accordance with the requirements
of the contract or order, which may call for roughly finished, semi-
finished, or wholly finished slabs of granite.
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The foregoing description applies to the direct or the producing
work. There are also tied up with this the service departments, such
as the electrical department, the tool shed, the cranes, and the power
plant.
A few words may be inserted at this point with reference to the
storage facilities for the finished "but undelivered worlc. In many
cases, it is necessary to store the finished work at the plant. This
may be the result of the contract agreement, the desire of the finisher
to do the work over a period of time before the delivery date, unusual
circumstances, or anticipation of normal demands by the finisher (ran-
dom work). The storage facilities should be ample enough to provide
for safe storing of the material. In this connection, it might be
noted that the work thus completed may be rough, semi-rough, semi-
finished, or finished. Naturally, the tie-up of too much stock, es-
pecially semi- and wholly finished stock will affect the flow of Cir-
culating Capital and the finisher must watch this closely in order
that his financial condition may not be seriously impaired.
CHART OF ACCOUNTS
The chart of acoounts is a classified list of the accounts to
be used in the accounting procedure of a given business. This is
due to the desire to have related classes of accounts grouped to-
gether in the ledger with the result that accounts to be used by the
business may be arranged in the order in which they appear in the
Balance Sheet and the Profit and Loss Statement. An account is a
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subdivision of the Ledger under which transactions of a like nature
are recorded, giving effect to their opposing tendencies, namely
debits and credits. The accounts are classified under five headings--
Assets, Liabilities, Capital, Expenses, and Income. Under each head-
ing, there are individual accounts of that classification. An Asset
is something of value \ifoich is owned byt or owed to, the business. Li-
abilities are the interests of outsiders in the Assets and are often
called the primary equity in the Assets. Capital is the ownership
interest in the Assets, secondary to the equity of the outsiders.
This interest is often called the remaining equity in the Assets or
the Het Worth of the owners.
Expenses and Incomes are both temporary subdivisions of Capi-
tal, created during the course of the accounting period to show the
sources for the decrease or increase of Capital as a result of
operations. Expenses constitute temporary decreases while Income
constitutes a temporary increase. At the end of the accounting
period, the Expense and Income accounts are closed into the Profit
and Loss account from which the net effect is then transferred into
the Capital account as the profit or loss for the period. Both the
Expenses and the Income may be classified into Operating and llon-
Operating. The former embraces all the expenses and incomes which
arise out of the regular operations of the business while the latter
arise out of the peculiar financial condition and policies of the
company.
The terms real, nominal, and mixed are used in connection with
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the the word accounts. A real acoount denotes an asset or the Interest
in an asset (liability or capital). A nominal account represents a
temporary subdivision of the capital account (expenses and Income).
Mixed accounts are those accounts which contain both real and nominal
elements. These are separated through the adjusting entries at the
end of the accounting period. In this connection, it might be noted
that the account title should give an indication of the classification
of the account. An account might have a normal expense title and
yet, at the time of the closing of the books, it might contain both
real and nominal elements. In such a case, it would be necessary
to remove the real element and to leave in the expense account the
amount chargeable to expense for that period. Illustrations
The Insurance account has a debit balance of $300. At
the time of closing the books, it is determined that the
account is a mixed one, $100 of the balance constituting
the prepaid premium for the next four months.
Insurance is a nominal expense acoount so it will be
necessary to remove the real element and this could be
acooiqplished through the following entry*
Debits Insurance Prepaid §100.
Credits Insurance $100.
Insurance Prepaid will then be classed with the deferred
assets which are really Deferred Charges to Profit and
Loss. If the insurance premiums were all charged to
Insurance Prepaid it would be necessary to remove the
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nominal element through the following entry:
Debitt Insurance $200,
Credit: Insurance Prepaid $200.
In the arrangement of the chart of accounts, it might be desired
to set up a sub-classification for the main headings, similar to the
sub- cl as s ificat ion in the statements* The assets may be sub-classified
as follows:—Current, Fixed, Deferred Charges to Profit and Loss,
and Miscellaneous* Current Assets are Cash and those assets which
may be readily converted into cash within a reasonable period of
time, usually within a year. The Current Assets, other than cash,
are acquired by the business with the intention that they will be
converted into cash in the ordinary operations without impairing the
business position. Fixed Assets are those assets which are used by
the business and which are not expected to be converted into cash
in the ordinary operations. Deferred Charges to Profit and Loss
are those accounts which reflect prepayment of expenses, the bene-
fit from which is chargeable against profits of the near future.
Sometimes accrual incomes are placed in this section, but it should
be remembered that accrual incomes are really current assets--due
to the fact that they are expected to be converted into cash within
a short period of time. The Miscellaneous section contains all the
intangible and nominal assets, as well as contra accounts. Certain
capital expenditures which are long time deferred charges, such as
Ouarry Development and Organization Expenses, may be inserted in
this section.
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Liabilities are sub-classified as Current and Fixed. Current
Liabilities are those obligations which mist be paid within a short
period of time, usually within a year. Fixed Liabilities are those
obligations which are not due for some time, usually for a year or
longer. Occasionally we find Deferred Credits, although in actual
practice they are usually shown with the Current Liabilities.
The Capital section of the chart of accounts will be divided
according to the type of organization, i. e. Sii^le proprietorship,
partnership, or corporation. In the single proprietorship, we
may find a Capital account and a Drawing account for the owner.
The Capital account reflects the permanent investment of the pro-
prietor while the Drawing account reflects temporary withdrawals
and repayment of withdrawals as well as the profit or loss for the
period. After the nominal accounts have been closed into Profit and
Loss at the end of the period, the resultant profit or loss is
carried into the Drawing account. Then the balance of the Drawing
account is transferred to the Capital account which will then reflect
the owner* s interest in the assets. In the partnership there are
usually Capital, Drawing, and Salary accounts for each of the partners.
The Salary account serves to show the credit allowance for Salary
(in the distribution of the profit or loss for the period) and the
charges for all withdrawals on account of Salary. The balance of
the Salary account is transferred to the Capital account. The
Drawing and the Capital accounts of the partnership operate practi-
cally the same as in the single proprietorship. In addition, there
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is sometimes found a partner's Loan account in which temporary in-
vestments are recorded.
The Capital section for the corporation will have Capital Stock
accounts for the various classes of stock and these will reflect nomi-
nal values of ownership. The Surplus account will reflect the in-
crease or decrease of ownership along with certain surplus accounts
which are ' earmarked* and some types of reserves. In all three types
of organizations, the ownership value is determined by subtracting
the sum of the liabilities from the book value of the assets.
The nominal accounts may be sub-classified into Operating and
^on-Operating. Operating accounts are all those which enter into
the determination of the Gross Profit from Sales, and the deductions
from Gross Profit from Sales which will result in the Net Profit
from Operations. The Non-Operating accounts are those expenses
and incomes which are the result of the financial condition and
policies which, when reckoned with the ITet Profit from Operations,
will result In the figure for the Uet Profit or Loss for the period.
For the purpose of making the later discussions clearer, an
explanation is offered for the terms Debit and Credit. Debit:—
The left hand side of an account is called the debit side; hence
debit indicates that a posting is to be made to the left hand side
of a given account. Credit:—The right hand side of an account is
called the credit side; hence credit Indicates that a posting is to
be made to the right hand side of a given account. Assets and ex-
penses normally have debit balances while liabilities and capital
and income normally have credit balances. This results in the
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following general rule:—We debit to Increase an asset or an expense
and we credit to decrease them; wo credit to increase liabilities,
capital and income accounts and we debit to decrease them.
Index or code numbers are used to a great extent in manufactur-
ing companies. They are associated with given accounts in the ledger
and serve as a reference as well as to expedite the work of the ac-
countants. The Index or Code may be numbers, letters, or a combina-
tion of both. If numbers are used, there may be a classification
as follows: Assets # 1 to 99, Liabilities #100 to 199, Capital #200
to 249, Income #250 to 299, Expenses #300 to 399. When letters are
used, there may be a classification as follows: Assets, Cash—ACA;
Liabilities, Accounts Payable—LAP; Capital, Surplus—CSu; Income,
Sales— ISa; Expenses, Wages—EWa; etc. In some cases, it is desired
to have a combination of both methods, as follows: Expenses-Wages-
Sawing Room -Code number for Expenses-400; Sawing Expenses-Saw;
Wages-1, with the resulting code number—4001-Saw.
The code number created may be used in classifying charges
in the cost work. In the recording of the payroll for accounting
purposes, it may be distributed on the books according to the types
of work and the departments to which the labor is to be charged.
When vouchers are approved, they may be marked with the code num-
bers for the distribution to be made, thus simplifying the work
of the person operating the Voucher Record.
Through the use of Code and Index numbers, columnar exten-
sion in the Books of Original Entry is minimized. It is much
easier, and more practical, to use a symbol such as 4001-Saw in
place of writing out Wages-Sawing Room on vouchers, forms and re-
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ports of operations.
The following chart of accounts,with the accompanying symbols,
is offered as a basis for the accounts to be used in the granite In-
dustry. These, however, are subject to standard tests of performance
and efficiency which might be arrived at through the cooperation of
the individual members of the granite industry. After considerable
study and observation on the part of the writer, he feels that the
accounts set fortli represent typical accounts which might be found
in this field. Katurally, some of the accounts, for instance Bonds
Payable, are not necessary in all of the companies. The non-corporate
types of enterprises have no need for this account because they do
not issue bonds. Some corporate types of enterprises have not felt
the need for issuing bonds; therefore it is not necessary to have
the account on the books. The si ze and capacity of the company
will be the determining factors in the selection from this model
chart of accounts of the accounts to be used for that company. It
should be remembered, however, that due allowance for expansion
should be made when the chart of accounts is set up on the books*
Following the chart of accounts, there is explained a typical
set of books of entry, necessary forms and records for the granite
industry. This, in turn, is followed by a detailed discussion of
a procedure for recording cost information in the granite industry
with special emphasis on the accounts peculiar to this type of in-
dustry.
It will "be noted that some of the accounts included in the

chart of accounts are not discussed. The reason for this is that
these accounts are common to most other accounting systems and there-
fore do not require special consideration in this thesis.

ASSETS #100
CURRENT ASSETS
101 CASH:
1011 CITY TRUST CO.
1012 HOLE NATIONAL BANK
102 CASH-PETTY
103 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE*
1031 CUSTOMERS
1032 OTHERS
104 NOTES RECEIVABLE
105 INVENTORIES:
1051 ROUGH STOCK
1052 GRANITE IN PROCESS
1053 FINISHED STOCK
1054 RANDOM STOCK
1055 GENERAL STORES
106 INVESTMENTS
107 CONSIGNED MERCHANDISE
108 SINKING FUND
109 CASH SURRENDER VALUE-LIFE INSURANCE
110 DEPOSITS ON BIDS
111 ACCRUAL INCOMES:
1111 INTEREST RECEIVABLE

FIXED ASSETS
151 LAND:
1511 QUARRY
1512 PROCESSING
152 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT:
1521 QUARRY
1522 PROCESSING
153 BUILDINGS:
1531 qUARRY
1532 PROCESSING
154 AUTOMOBILES
155 OFFICE FURNITURE & FIXTURES
156 DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES
157 SPUR TRACK
158 WATER SUPPLY
159 LEASEHOLDS
ASSET RESERVES
171 DEPRECIATION RESERVES:
1711 PLANT
1712 OFFICE FURNITURE FIXTURES
1713 AUTOMOBILES
1714 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
172 RESERVE FOR DEPLETION
173 RESERVE FOR BAD ACCOUNTS
DEFERRED CHARGES
181 BOND DISCOUNT
182 PREPAID INSURANCE
183 PREPAID INTEREST
184 PREPAID ADVERTISING
185 ADVANCES TO SALESMEN
186 LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
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LIABILITIES—200
CURRENT LIABILITIES
202 NOTES PAYABLE:
2021 TRADE
2022 BANKS
2023 OTHERS
201 VOUCHERS PAYABLE
203 COMMISSIONS PAYABLE
204 ACCRUED TAXES
205 DIVIDENDS PAYABLE
206 PAYROLL ACCRUED
207 INTEREST ACCRUED
208 BENISCH PLAN LIABILITY
FIXED LIABILITIES
222 BONDS PAYABLE
221 MORTGAGE PAYABLE
223 RESERVE FOR COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CAPITAL—251
CORPORATION*.
251 CAPITAL STOCK PREFERRED 256 RESERVE FOR BOND SINKING FUND
252 CAPITAL STOCK C011ION
253 CAPITAL SURPLUS
254 EARNED SURPLUS
255 PROFIT & LOSS
PARTNERSHIP:
251 A CAPITAL ACCOUNTS: 252 B CAPITAL ACCOUNTS:
2511 A CAPITAL 2521 B CAPITAL
2512 A DRAWING 2522 B DRAWING
2513 A SALARY 2523 B SALARY
2514 A LOAN 2524 B LOAN
253 PROFIT & LOSS
SINGLE PROPRIETORSHIP:
251 A CAPITAL ACCOUNTS:
2511 A CAPITAL
2512 A DRAWING
252 PROFIT & LOSS
i
REVENUES—300
0P3RAT INGt
301 SHIPMENT S—ROUGH STOCK
302 SHIPMENTS—SEMI-ROUGH STOCK
303 SHIPMENTS--FINISHED STOCK:
3031 BUILDING GRANITE
3032 MONUMENTAL GRANITE
3033 MAUSOLEUMS, ETC.
3034 CRUSHED GRANITE
3035 MISCELIANEOUS
3036 RANDOM STOCK
NON-OFERAT ING:
311 INTEREST RECEIVED
312 PURCHASES DISCOUNTS
313 RENT RECEIVED
314 INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS
315 DAMAGE CLA HIS
316 R.R. OVERCHARGE ALLOWED
317 GAIN ON SALE OF CAPITAL ASSETS
318 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME

ACCOUNTS AFFECT ING COST TO MANUFACTURE AND SELL
OPERATIONS
CODE # 400 t
400 Qua—COST OF QUARRYING
400 Saw—SAWING EXPENSE
400 Pol—POLISHING EXPENSE
400 Car—CARBORUNDUM EXPENSE
400 Flit—FINISHING EXPENSE
400 pow—POWER PLANT EXPENSE
400 Cra—CRANE EXPENSE
400 Hea—HEATING EXPENSE
400 Too—TOOL SHED EXPENSE
400 Ele—ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT EXPENSE
400 Misc—MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE EXPENSES
401 DIRECT LABOR- -FINISH ING
402 COST OF SHIPMENT S--R0UGH STOCK
403 COST OF SHIPMENTS—SEMI-ROUGH STOCK
404 COST OF SHIPMENTS—FIN I SHED STOCK
4041 BUILDING GRANITE
4042 MONUMENTAL GRANITE
4043 MAUSOLEUMS, ETC.
4044 RANDOM STOCK
4045 CRUSHED GRANITE
4046 MISCELLANEOUS
405 Sel—SELLING EXPENSE
405 Adm—ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
405 Dra—DRAFT ING AND DESIGNING EXPENSE
410 COST OF QUARRYING APPLIED
411 SAWING EXPENSE APPLIED
412 POLISHING EXPENSE APPLIED
413 CARBORUNDUM EXPENSE APPLIED
414 FINISHING EXPENSE APPLIED
415 SELLING EXPENSE APPLIED
416 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE APPLIED
417 DRAFTING AND DESIGNING EXPENSE APPLIED
NON-OPERATING EXPENSES—500
501 SALES DISCOUNTS
502 INTEREST-BONDS
503 INTEREST-MORTGAGES
504 OTHER INTEREST
505 BAD DEBTS
506 LOSS ON SALE OF CAPITAL ASSETS
507 LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUMS
508 MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES
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SUBSIDIARY ACCOUNTS FOR EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS
1. LABOR
2. COMPEMSATIOT INSURANCE
3. OTHER INSURANCE
4. TAXES
5. DEPRECIATION
6. 90ttk, HEAT & LIGHT
7. REPAIRS-BUILDINGS
8. REPAIRS-MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
9. SUPPLIES
10. TOOLS
11. GENERAL EXPENSE
12. SUPERINTENDENCE
13. BURDEN
14. BOXING
15. FREIGHT AND DRAYAGE
16. TRAVELLING EXPENSE
17. ADVERTISING
18. COMMISSIONS
19. SAMPLES, ETC.
20. AUTO EXPENSE
21. ACCOUNTANTS & ATTORNEYS PEES
22. SALARIES—OFFICERS 26. BLUE PRINTS
23. TRADE PAPERS AND ASSOCIATIONS 29. DEPLETION
24. DONATIONS 30. AUTO EXPENSE
25. BENISCH PLAN TAX 31. QUARRY DEVELOPMENT WRITE-OFF
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BOOKS OF ENTRY, FORMS, AND RECORDS
Before entering into a discussion of the books of entry and the
records to be used in the granite industry, it is well to consider the
terms Accounting and Bookkeeping. The entries to be made in the books
are determined by an application of accounting principles vAiile the
actual recording process is called bookkeeping. Dr. Phinney has made
a clear distinction in the following excerpt from his text: "Account-
ing Principles serve as the criteria for the interpretation of trans-
actions and for the determination of the facts to be recorded, while
Bookkeeping methods are merely the devices and procedures for record-
ing these facts."
Sound accounting principles do not require that complicated
systems be installed with the accompanying duplication, and non-
essential though costly results. The books of entry and records to
be set up should be limited to those necessary to secure valuable
information in the most efficient manner and at a cost which compares
favorably witfc the value of the information to be obtained. The 'one
best way' is not a universal one. Standard methods must be adjusted
to fit the individual case. However, basic accounting principles
must be observed, and an efficient internal check should be maintained
in order to protect the interests of the management.
Under the single entry system of bookkeeping, accounts are kept
for the names of the debtors and creditors, and, for that reason, it
Principles of Accounting, H.A. Phinney, Prentice Hall, Inc., IT.Y.1929.
Chapter 1, p.l.
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has teen described as a system involving the accounts of names only. In
order to determine the gain or loss for a given period, it is necessary
to prepare a statement of Assets and Liabilities at the close of the
period and compare this with a similar statement made at the beginning of
the period. The owner's equity at the beginning of the period may be
compared with the equity at the close of the period, if the former is
greater, a loss has been incurred, provided that the owner has made no
withdrawals or additional investments during the period. If the equity
at the close of the period is greater, there will be a profit, subject
to additional investments and withdrawals. The single entry system,
as a rule, cannot be used efficiently except in small types of organi-
zations and in the professions. This is due to the lack of information
in the books for the preparation of a Profit and Loss statement, as
well as the inefficiency which would come about in attempting to pre-
pare a list of Assets and Liabilities. Consequently, it is not a
practical system for most granite concerns.
The double entry system involves the use of accounts for Assets,
Liabilities, Capital, Expenses, and Income. Furthermore, it involves
the basic principle that for every entry there must be debits and credits
of equal amounts. Because of this basic principle, there may be pre-
pared a Trial Balance of Balances of the Ledger accounts at the close
of the accounting period, the total of the debit balances will equal
the total of the credit balances, provided that the rule has been pre-
served and that debits have all been forwarded as debits and credits
as credits. At this point a word of warning may well be inserted.
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The fact that a Trial Balance has been obtained does not insure that
the individual balances are correct because a debit or a credit to
one account might be erroneously placed in another account. Prom
the Trial Balance, there nay be obtained the information for the
Profit and Loss Statement and the Balance Sheet, subject to possible
adjusting entries.
The term 'Balance Sheet equation 1 has been used in connection
with the double entry system. This equation is the following:
Assets equal Liabilities plus Capital.
Every business transaction affects this equation in some manner or
other. If it involves an increase and a decrease of assets, then the
type of assets have been affected. If there is a decrease of an
asset accompanied by a decrease of a liability we have equal changes
in the equation. The question might arise—What is to be done when
we pay, let us say, a hundred dollars for rent? The answer to this
is that we have decreased our assets (Gash) by $100 and we have
decreased capital by ^100 through the Bxpense-Rent. In this case,
it must be remembered that expenses, like incomes, are temporary
subdivisions of the Capital account. An increase of expense serves
as a decrease of capital while the increase of income serves as an
increase of capital. Before leaving this section, the following
conclusion may be made--In a solvent concern, the sum of the Assets
will equal the sum of the Liabilities plus the sum of the Capital.
Therefore, every transaction will have an equalizing effect on this
equation. If there is an increase or decrease on one side, there
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will be a similar change on the other, unless there is an opposing
change on the same side, i. e. (increase and decrease of assets.)
Mention having already been made of the Ledger, a brief ex-
planation is in order. There are two basic types of books of en-
try, namely, books of original entry and books of secondary entry.
The former are called Journals and the latter Ledgers. Through
the use of Journals, transactions are recorded chronologically.
If only one Journal were used, every transaction in that business
would appear in the Journal in the order of date of occurrence.
In larger businesses, it is desired to make a split-up of the
Journal in order to group similar transactions of frequent occur-
rence in one Journal. This is best illustrated by referring to the
Cash Journals, the Sales Journal (Shipments), the Invoice Register,
and the General Journal. "Ohder this method, all cash received would
be entered in the order of receipt in the Cash Receipts Journal,
all cash paid out would be entered in order of payment in the
Check Register (Cash Disbursements Journal), all shipments would
be entered in order of shipment in the Sales Journal (Shipments),
all purchases of whatever nature would be entered in the Invoice
Register in order of the receipt of the Invoices, while the General
Journal would take care of all miscellaneous transactions.
Prom the foregoing, it might be observed that we would have
chronologically recorded an unclassified set of transactions with
the exception of the totals for cash, shipments, and invoices
received. In order to obtain a clear picture of what has happened,
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it is necessary to group these transactions under headings, or
accounts denoting transactions of a similar nature. The Ledger is
the book of secondary entry to which we transfer these transactions
under their respective headings and where we can show their opposing
tendencies, namely, the increases and the decreases. At the end of
the accounting period, a list of the account balances may be drawn
off to aid in the preparation of the statements of financial condi-
tion.
An interesting and simple set of records was devised by Mr.
J. A. Healy now located with Jones Brothers Company at Barre, Ver-
mont. Twenty or twenty-five years ago, the accounting side of the
granite industry was sadly in need of trained bookkeepers and ac-
countants. Hence, it was necessary to prepare a set of records
which would be easily understood. Mr. Healy devised two books of
original entry— the Journal and the Shipping Book. The Journal
was a columnar-developed Journal with three debit and three credit
columns, supplemented by a debit and a credit folio column and a
space for the entries.
The following is an illustration of his Journal:
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The Shipping Book was used to record all the shipments and
the source of entries was from the copy of the bill sent to the
customer. The following is an illustration of the Shipping Book:
The Ledger was the same as the ordinary Ledger although it
might be noted that the sources for posting to the Profit and
Loss account were according to the set-up in the following T Led-
ger account:
PROFIT & LOSS
EXPENSES INCOME
Total of Expense column on Total of the Income column on
the debit side of the Journal. the credit side of the Journal.
Total of the Shipping Book.
BALANCE: If a credit, indicates a profit
for the period.
If a debit, indicates a loss for the period.

Summary of the Postings:
Journal: The Sundry column, which contains all of
the miscellaneous debits is posted daily
to the respective accounts.
The P & L-Expenses column and the P & L-
Income Column are posted at the end of
the accounting period to the Profit and
Loss Account. For purposes of detailed
information, the individual expenses and
income may be posted to subsidiary accounts
for the same each day.
The Cash Dr. and the Cash Cr. columns are
posted in total at the end of the account-
ing period.
Shipping Boole:
At the end of the accounting period, the to-
tal is posted as a credit to the Profit and
Loss account while the off- set ting debit
amount may be posted to the individual ac-
counts for customers daily. If an Accounts
Receivable control account is used, the to-
tal debit amount is posted at the end of
the accounting period to the Accounts Re-
ceivable control account while the daily
postings are made to the individual cus-
tomers' accounts in a subsidiary record.

Should there he need for statements at intervals within the
accounting period, the postings may he brought up to date at the
specified times, i. e. weekly or monthly.
This set of records was sufficient to obtain figures for
determining the Gain or Loss for the period hut failed to provide
sufficient information for cost figures and for the purposes of
the Federal Income Tax requirements which came into existence
later. Nevertheless, in the light of the conditions at the time,
it did afford a simple and satisfactory method for accounting pur-
poses.
The records to he prescribed for a given concern should
bear the rigid test of value, cost, and duplication. There is no
need for records which produce interesting but valueless informa-
tion. In line with this thought, one should keep in mind that
unless the information given by the records is acted upon for the
best interests of the concern, they might just as well be dis-
pensed with. The cost of maintaining and preserving the records
is closely allied with the value of the information produced.
By all means, the value of the information should justify the
cost. Duplication of records constitutes a waste of effort as
well as expenditure, and the records should be checked closely
to find whether or not the desired information may be secured
from existing records.
The size of the concern has an important bearing upon the
type and the number of records in the accounting system. One
granite concern which the writer visited had but one book of
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original entry and that was a twenty-nine-column Journal. Other
concerns use subdivisions of the Journal, a general description of
which is given below.
The basic books of original entry in the granite industry may
be divided into the following: General Journal, Gash Recipts Jour-
nal, Check Register, Invoice Register, Payroll Book, and Shipments
Journal. Through the use of code numbers, the columnar development
of these books may be minimized.
The basic book of secondary entry is the General Ledger. Al-
though good accounting procedure requires that the accounts to be
used in a given accounting system should be descriptive of the actu-
al state of affairs, it is sometimes practical to use a general de-
scriptive title which will support a number of detailed accounts
which have a close relationship or tie-up. The most common example
is the use of the General Ledger title of Accounts Receivable,
which will be supported by detailed accounts of the names of the
debtors. The total of the balances of the individual debtors*
accounts will be equal to the balance of the Accounts Receivable
account. This involves the accounting principle of the Control
Accounts. A Control Account is an account in the General Ledger
which shows in summary form that which appears in detail elsewhere,
usually in a subsidiary Ledger or Record. In the preceding illus-
tration, the Accounts Receivable account is the control account
for the subsidiary accounts of the individual debtors in the
Accounts Receivable Subsidiary Ledger. Under the Control Account
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principle, all postings to the individual accounts in the Subsidiary
Ledger must be reflected in the control account either in summary
or in individual postings, and the detailed effects of all postings
to the control account must be reflected in the individual accounts
in the Subsidiary Ledger.
The handling of the expenses of the different departments as
indicated in the Chart of Accounts shows that the control principle
is used in this section of the accounting for the granite industry.
A Subsidiary Ledger or Record may be kept for each department in
order to record the expenses applicable thereto. Hence, the Cost
of Quarrying account in the General Ledger is the control account
for all of the individual quarrying expenses which are classified
in the Expense Analysis Sheet-Cost of Quarrying.
Why not have all of these accounts in the General Ledger in-
stead of spreading them over a number of Subsidiary Ledgers and
Records? First of all, it would necessitate a bulky Ledger and
a large number of detailed postings which would have to be made
before an effort could be made to take off a trial balance at
the end of the accounting period. Furthermore, the use of code
numbers and symbols would be eliminated, resulting in the need
for excessive columnar expansion in the books of original entry.
The statements would be very detailed, thus conflicting with the
accounting belief that the statements should be clear and concise,
with supporting schedules where necessary. If the individual
accounts appear in the General Ledger, they must appear as a
part of the statement, whereas if they are in subsidiary records,
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they may appear in a supplementary schedule to support, in detail,
the control account. In the larger concerns, the posting process
may be divided among several bookkeepers who would be responsible
to one head bookkeeper. An example of this would be the assign-
ment of the operation of the Quarry Ledger (if such is kept in
place of the Analysis Sheet) to a bookkeeper who would be respon-
sible to the head bookkeeper for the balance as determined from
the control account in the General Ledger.
The extent to which control accounts are used in the busi-
ness will have an effect on the books of original entry in so far
as the form of each individual book is concerned.
The following is a description of suggested books of entry,
forms, and records which might be used in a granite company:
GMERAL JOURNAL ( Form #1
)
All miscellaneous transactions will be recorded in this
journal. Columns are provided as follows:—Fotes Receivable, Dr.;
Vouchers payable, Dr.; Sundry Debits; Folio; Accounts Debited
and Credited (with explanations); Sundry Credits; Accounts
Receivable-Customers, Cr. ; and Hotes Payable, Cr. Entries will
be made in order of occurrence and will be posted in the following
manner:
Daily Postings
—
All entries in the Sundry Debits and Sundry
Credits columns will be posted to the general ledger accounts
and subsidiary records affected; entries made in the Accounts
Receivable-Customers Cr. column will be posted to the Accounts
Receivable subsidiary ledger. An entry will be made in the pay-

ment column of the Voucher Register as a notation for the voucher
affected (also a change on the voucher itself if it is kept in an
unpaid vouchers file).
Monthly Postings
—
The totals of the Notes Receivable, Dr.,
Vouchers Payable, Dr., Accounts Receivable Customers, Cr. , and
Notes Payable, Cr. columns will be posted at the end of the month
to the general ledger accounts affected. No posting is made for
the total of the Sundry Debits and Sundry Credits columns because
the general ledger postings have been made daily.
CASH RECEIVED JOURNAL (Form #2)
All cash received will be entered in this book. It is assumed
that the cash will be deposited in the bank, or banks, daily and
that a petty cash fund will be maintained for minor disbursements.
Columns are provided as follows:—Date; Account Credited; Explana-
tion; Polio; Accounts Receivable-Customers, Cr. ; Sundry Credits
(with columns for the account number and amount); Sales Discounts,
Dr.; Granite in Process and Selling Expense (both debits and each
having columns for account number and amount); and Banks, Dr. (one
column for each, City Tru3t Co. and Home National Bank). The
Granite in Process column is used for allowances made to selling
agents for expenses of finishing completed by them, and these ex-
penses, vfoenever possible, should be charged to the individual job.
The Selling Expense column will be used to record allowances such
as freight for which the customer is credited.
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Dally Postings—-All entries in the Sundry Credits column will
"be posted to the general ledger accounts and subsidiary records in-
volved; entries in the Accounts Receivable-Customers,Cr.
,
Selling
Expense, Dr., and Granite in Process, Dr. columns will be posted
to the subsidiary ledgers and analysis sheets affected.
Monthly Postings—The totals of the Accounts Receivable Cus-
tomers, Cr. ; Sales Discounts, Dr.; Selling Expense, Dr.; Granite
in Process, Dr.; City Trust Co., Dr.; and Home national Bank, Dr.,
will be posted as indicated to the general ledger accounts for
each. There is no posting at the end of the month from the Sundry
Credits column because each item has been posted daily to its
general ledger account.
SHIPMENTS JOURNAL (Form #3)
All shipments, of whatever nature, must be entered in this
journal. Columns are provided as follows:—Day of Month; Invoice
Number; Production Order Number; Polio; Name of Debtor; Terms;
Accounts Receivable-Customers, Dr.; Shipments-Rough Stock, Cr.
;
Shipments-Semi-Rough, Cr. ; Shipments-Finished Stock, Cr. (with
columns for each of the following—Building Granite, Monumental
Granite, Mausoleums, etc., Crushed Granite, Random Stock, and
Miscellaneou s) •
Daily Postings
—
All entries in the Accounts Receivable-
Customers, Dr. column, will be posted in the Accounts Receivable
subsidiary ledger as debits to the individual customers' accounts.
Monthly Postings
—
The totals of all of the columns will be
posted to the general ledger accounts as indicated.
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VOUCHER REGISTER (Form #4)
./hen a voucher system is used, it is assumed that every ex-
penditure, be it for an expense or an asset, will be duly authorized
and supported by a voucher. The distribution of the charge is made
as soon as the invoice has been checked for receipt of the items or
services noted, etc,
,
by charging the account affected and credit-
ing Vouchers Payable. Thus, when the invoice is paid, it is neces-
sary to debit only Vouchers Payable and credit the Bank and Discount,
if any. In view of this, it is necessary to allow for extensive
columnar development in the Voucher Register. The following columns
are offered for the granite industry:—Date* Voucher #; To Whom
Payable; Payment Section with a column each for the Date and
Check #; Vouchers Payable, Cr. ; Granite in Process, Dr.; the
following nine debit sections each have columns for account f and
amount—Cost of Quarrying, Sawing Expense, Polishing Expense,
Carborundum Expense, Finishing Expense, Miscellaneous Service De-
partments Expense, Drafting and Designing Expense, Selling Expense,
and Administrative Expense; a section for Sundry Debits with columns
for Names of Account, Polio, and Amount.
Daily Postings:
—
Entered vouchers will be placed in an Un-
paid Vouchers file to be kept there until paid for; postings will
be made to the analysis sheets where the distributions will be made
as indicated in the account number coluim. Should there be any
entry in the Sundry column which might affect a control account,
the effect must be carried into the subsidiary ledger or record
affected. All entries in the Sundry Debit section will be posted
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daily to the accounts in the general ledger affected.
Monthly Posting—The totals of all the columns with the exception
of the Sundry Debits amount column will be posted to the general
ledger accounts, as indicated.
Attention is called to the Payments column. If all payments
are noted in this column, it will be possible to take off a list
of the Unpaid Vouchers, the total of which should agree with the
balance of the Vouchers Payable account after all postings have
been made and also the total of the Unpaid Vouchers file. In
this manner, the Voucher Register and the Unpaid Vouchers file
serve as subsidiary records for the Vouchers Payable account.
CHECK REGISTER ( Form #5
)
The Check Register is the disbursement book although It does
not distribute the charges for the disbursement, such distribution
having been made in the Voucher Register. However, no disburse-
ment can be made without a voucher which has been properly entered
in the Voucher Register, y/hen a given voucher is to be paid, it
is removed from the Unpaid Vouchers file and a check is drawn,
payable to the order of the creditor. The effect of this is
entered in the Check Register and noted in the payments column
of the Voucher Register for the voucher affected. Then the voucher
is filed in the Paid Vouchers file.
The columns provided in the Check Register are as follows:
Day of the Month; In favor of; Voucher #; Check #; Vouchers
Payable, Dr.; Purchases Discount, Cr. ; a section for each bank
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witti columns for Amount of Checks, Day, Amount of Daily Deposits,
and Balance; and Total Balance for Banks. The column for the amount
of checks drawn on each bank corresponds to credit columns for
the account of each. At the close of each day, the total cash
received (assuming that it is deposited) is entered in the de-
posits columns, to be used in reckoning the daily balance in each
bank.
Dally Postings—The balance must be computed daily and a no-
tation must be brought over into the payments column of each
voucher for which there was a payment. The paid voucher will then
be filed within the Paid Vouchers file.
Monthly Postings
—
The totals of the Vouchers Payable, Dr.,
and the Purchases Discount, Gr. columns will be posted to the
general ledger accounts, as indicated. The total of each of the
Checks Cr. columns will be posted as credits to the accounts in
the general ledger for the individual banks.
PAYROLL BOOK ( Form #6
)
Mention has been made in the discussion of the Voucher
Register that every voucher must be duly authorized and this is
especially true in the case of the payroll. The workman may be
far removed from the persen who prepares the payroll, and there
must be some authorization for the wages or salary to be paid to
any given employee. Furthermore, for cost purposes, it is neces-
sary to know the class of work which the employee has been per-
forming so that the proper distribution of the payroll charges
may be made.
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Each employee should be numbered when he is hired and a copy
of his signature should be put on file. He should be compelled
to Iceep a Weekly Time Report (Form #7), which would give informa-
tion as to the type of work and the hours for each day. The fore-
man will approve the card and pass it on to the office for entry
in the Payroll Boole. Finishers will turn in a daily work report
(Form #8), approved by the foreman, in order that the costs may
be charged daily to the Individual jobs. Interrupted time is
chargeable as indirect labor of the finishing department. The
salaries and wages of all other types of employees such as sten-
ographers, bookkeepers, etc., will be handed in by the immediate
supervisor because such work is usually of the same nature.
The office force will examine each time record and determine
the proper charges and the total payroll, making a distribution
of such on the back of the record itself. From here, an entry
is made (weekly) in the Payroll Book which has columns as follows:
—Date; Employee's #; Uame of Employee; Daily Summary of Hours
Worked, with a column for each day; Total Hours; Rate; Amount;
Overtime, with columns for Hours, Rate, and Amount; Total payroll
Charge; Deductions; and Total Amount Due. If there has been over-
time on a given day, it might be noted in red ink for that day
but not included in the Total Hours column—it will be summarized
in the overtime section. This is necessary only when the rate
for overtime is different from the standard daily rate. The daily
time report of the finishers may be used to make daily entries in
the Payroll Book.

./hen all of the time has been recorded In the Payroll Book,
the sura of the Total payroll Charge column will be the amount used
in a voucher for Payroll which will result in an entry in the
Voucher Register with the effect of a Debit to Payroll Accrued and
a credit to Vouchers Payable.
As this system does not create a distribution of the Payroll
charges, it is necessary to summarize the distribution of the work
for which payment is being made. A Payroll Analysis Sheet (Form
#9) will aid in determining the required distribution. The dis-
tribution of the wages and salaries as shown on the back of the
time records and the schedule of salaries will be entered in this
Analysis Sheet, which will have the following coluronsi—Employee's
Number; Hame; Department; Amount; a distribution section for the
following—Direct Labor-Finishing, Indirect Labor-Finishing,
Quarrying (with a distribution for hours of work on Regular Stock
and also of Rough Stock which is cut to exact dimensions), Sawing,
Polishing, Carborundum, Miscellaneous Service Departments (with
columns for account number and amount), Selling Expense, and Ad-
ministrative Expenses. The reason for the subdivision of the hours
in the Quarrying section is to aid in the determination of the
approximate cost-chargeable to Cost of Rough Stock Sales- of di-
mension stone cut to exact size*
'.Then all time records have been recorded and distributed
for the period, the totals of the columns may be taken and will
serve as figures for the following journal entry:
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Direct Labor— Finishing
Finishing Expense
Cost of Quarrying
Sawing Expense
Polishing Expense
Carborundum Expense
Misc. Service Dept. Expense
Selling Expense
Administrative Expense
To Payroll Accrued
SUMMARY OF QUARRY PRODUCTION' (Form #10)
The purpose of this form is to obtain a weekly summary of
quarry production and the disposition of the quarried stone. The
columns provided are for—Date; Block #; Type of Stone; Size;
Cubic Feet; Disposition, (with columns for Granite in Process,
Random Stock, Rough Stock Sales, and Stock on Hand at Quarry);
and a section for Remarks. If it is desirable to have the cubic
feet reckoned in the office, the quarry foreman will fill in the
date, block number, type of stone, size, a check mark in the column
indicating the disposition of the stone, and whatever remarks are
necessary. The office force will determine the cubic feet and ex-
tend the figures into the columns indicated by the check marks.
The stock on hand at the quarry for the current month will be
shown as the first items on the next summary but will not be included
in computations for the cubic feet quarried of that month. This
report will serve as a basis for the periodic journal entry as
follows: Granite in Process
Random Stock
Cost of Rough Stock Sales
Stock on Hand at Quarry
To Cost of Quarrying Applied
Further explanation is offered in tie section dealing with Cost of
Quarrying.

SUMMARY OP SAWING BOOM PRODUCT IOH (Form #11)
The purpose of this form is to obtain a summary of production
which will show the stone received, how sawed, and how disposed of.
The columns provided for are the following:
Received Sawed Disposition of Remarks
Sawed Slabs
Date Slab # Polishing:
Block # Job # Cubic Peet
Type of Stone Cubic Peet: Surface Peet
Cubic Peet Size Carborundum 7/ork:
Amount Cubic Peet
Surface Peet: Surface Peet
Dimensions Finishing:
Amount Cubic Peet
Surface Peet
Random Stock:
Cubic Peet
Surface Peet
Semi-Rough- Stock Sales:
Cubic Peet
Surface Peet
In Operation:
Cubic Peet
Surface Peet
If the computations are to be extended by the office force,
it will be only necessary for the foreman in the sawing room to
fill in the following information:—Received section—date, block #,
and type of stone; Sawed Section—Slab #, Job #, (if available),
Cubic Peet (size only), Surface Peet (dimensions only); Disposition
section,—Check marks in proper sections to indicate the destination
of the transferred stone. In the Remarks section, the foreman
might indicate, among other things, the approximate degree of com-
pletion of the stone in operation inventory, i. e. -§-, \ % or ^ com-
pleted. The office force will make the necessary extensions to

arrive at the figures for distribution. As in the case of the
Summary of Quarry Production, the stone on hand at the end of the
current period will be shown as the first items for the next sum-
mary but will be kept separate from the stone which is brought into
the line in the next period. This summary, when checked, will be
the source of information leading to the following journal entry
at the end of the period:
Granite in Process
Random Stock
Cost of Sales—Semi-Hough
Granite in Process— Inventory
To Sawing Expense Applied
A further discussion may be found in the section on Sawing Expense.
SUMMARY OP PRODUCTION—POLISHIKG BEDS (Form #12)
SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION-CARBORUNDUM vJORK—(Form #13)
These forms are much the same in principle as the two previous
forms and, as such, are somewhat self-explanatory. The entries
for which the forms will serve as a source for information are
the same as found in the discussions of Polishing Expense and Car-
borundum Expense.
DAILY SUMMARY OF JOBS STARTED (Form #14)
This is a report turned in daily by the production man and
serves as the authority for the accountant to charge the individual
piece of stone against the production order.
IKVEKTORY SHEET—RAKDOM STOCK (Form #16)
As explained later in the section dealing with Random Stock,
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the stone held as random stock is varied owing to the fact that
it may have been received by the man in charge of it from any one
of the departments. Hence, it is necessary to tie up the accumulated
costs of each slab with the number which has been assigned to it,
in order that there may be a fair value for inventory purposes, as
well as a fair charge to either the department to which it is even-
tually transferred to, or to the Cost of Sales—Random Stock in the
event that it is sold without additional processing.
In view of the foregoing, an inventory sheet of the type out-
lined should be kept in the office by the accountant or his assistant.
A Summary of Random Stock Lavements (Form #15) will be submitted
monthly by the man in charge of the random stock, and, from informa-
tion contained, the accountant, or his assistant, will record the
detail on the Inventory Sheet. V/ith this information at hand, an
entry may be formulated as follows:
Granite in Process
Cost of Random Stock Sales
To Random Stock
The amount of the debit to Granite
in Process will be the sum of the
value of the stone put into the
Sawing, Polishing, Carborundum, and
Finishing Departments. The amount
of the debit to Cost of Random Stock
Sales will be the total value of the
random stock sold as such.
(Note on the various summaries of production).
If it is desired to trace every piece of stone, the accountant
could check all the summaries against one another. For example,
the Disposition section of the Summary of Quarry Production might
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be chocked against the Received section of the other departments
and against the Invoices for Bough Stock Sales in order to make
sure that each piece has been properly accounted for. This might
be done easily and conveniently through the use of check marks on
each summary. All unchecked slabs should be on hand In the indi-
vidual departments, and a physical inventory would verify that if
such an action is necessary. Prom this, it may be noticed that
the summaries serve in one sense as a perpetual inventory.
COST SHEET--MEMORIALS & MAUSOLEUMS (Form #17)
An efficient cost system will provide records which should
give approximate costs to manufacture and sell special types of
work. Reference has already been made to the fact that when the
work to be performed reaches the stage where the work is individual
for that particular piece of stone, the special costs of carrying
out that operation must be charged to that particular job. For the
purposes of this thesis, it is assumed that the individual work be-
gins in the finishing stage and all costs prior to that stage are
estimated on the process basis. Should there be any special type
of work done on a given piece of stone in the process stages,
other than the usual type of work, there should be an attempt to
estimate actual costs and charge that amount directly to the job.
Because of the varied individual types of special work which might
arise once in a while, no attempt is made to prescribe the procedure
for each. The governing rule for the accountant is to determine
whether or not the work is other than the regular process work, and
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if so, to attempt to prorate tho cost on art equitable basis.
Each individual job should be numbered and a cost sheet (Form
#17) for memorials and mausoleums should be prepared. The content
of the form may vary, but in general, it should follow the prescribed
form. In some companies, it is found practical to furnish the workers
with a cost form which contains a copy of the design and a designa-
tion of the number of cubic feet of stone, amount of surface feet
of sawing, surface feet of polishing, and lineal feet of carborundum
work, etc. This has the advantage of definitely tying up the time
of the workman with the units of work performed. When the job is
completed this cost form is returned to the office and filed with
the office copy.
The accountant will obtain his information for the Semi-Rough
Costs from the daily summary of jobs started. Referring to this
form, it will be noticed that a column is provided for the source
of the slab. The purpose of this is to enable the accountant to
determine the Semi-Rough Costs in case the individual piece of stone
has not passed through a given process.
The original cost sheet should be kept in the office where the
accountant, or his assistant, will gather the time record of each
worker and distribute it on the cost sheet. When the job has been
completed, and all costs accounted for, the accountant may summarize
on the back of the cost sheet the Cost to Manufacture (including
estimated Finishing Expenses and estimated Drafting and Designing
Expense), the estimated Selling Expense, and the estimated Administra-
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tive Expense. A Summary of Completed Jobs—Memorials and Mausoleums
(Form #21) will be prepared periodically, usually monthly.
It might be noted that 1'ausoleums are included in this summary.
This is justified in that the work is somewhat similar although it
involves greater values. Therefore, it is necessary to • earmark
mausoleum work so that it will be computed separately for charging
Cost of Shipments—Mausoleums. Should the number of mausoleum jobs
be large, separate columns should be provided for Cost to Manufacture
and Cost to Manufacture and Sell Memorials and Mausoleums. Due to
the small number of mausoleum jobs, in comparison with memorials,
it is felt that the 'earmarking* method would be more efficient.
The Summary of Completed Jobs—Memorials and Mausoleums, will
be the source for several entries:
Granite in Process
To Finishing Expense Applied
Drafting and Designing Expense Applied
For the applied expenses as determined from
the totals of the respective columns.
Random Stock
Finished Stock (not shipped)
Cost of Shipments— Finished. Stock:
Memorials
Mausoleums
To Granite in Process
Selling Expense Applied
Administrative Expense Applied
For Cost to Manufacture and Sell the finished
stock. The amounts for the credits will be
the totals of the Cost to Manufacture, Selling
Expense Applied, and Administrative Expense
Applied columns. The sources for the amounts
applicable to the debits will be as follows
—
Cost of Shipments—Memorials from the total
of the Cost to Manufacture and Sell column,
less the 'earmarked' jobs which will be
charged to Cost of Shipments—Mausoleums.
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The amounts to be charged to Random Stock
and Finished Stock will be the totals of
the respective columns.
COST SHEET—BUILD VSG GRANITE (Form #18)
This form is similar to that of the cost sheet for memorials
and mausoleums. However, it is desirable to keep separate costs
for building granite because of the different type of work and the
fact that there may be many slabs of granite in a given contract.
The periodic entry from the Summary of Completed Jobs—Building
Granite (Form #23) will be as follows:
Granite in Process
To Finishing Expense Applied
Drafting and Designing Expense Applied
For the applied expense as determined from
the totals of the respective columns.
Random Stock
Finished Stock (not shipped)
Cost of Shipments—Building Granite
To Granite in Process
Selling Expense Applied
Administrative Expense Applied
For Cost to Manufacture and Sell the
finished stock. The amounts taken
will be the totals of the Cost to Manu-
facture and Sell, Cost to Manufacture,
Selling Expense Applied, and Administra-
tive Expense Applied columns, respectively.
The amounts for the charges to Random
Stock and Finished Stock will be the totals
of the respective columns.
SUMMARY OF CONTRACT (Form #19)
SCHEDULE OF PRODUCTION ORDERS FOR CONTRACT (Form #20)
These forms are suggested for contracts for which there are
more than one production order. They are self-explanatory.
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SUMMARIES OF UNFINISHED JOBS:
MEMORIALS AND MAUSOLEUMS (Form #22)
BUILDING GRAN IT3 (Form #24)
A periodic sumnary, usually monthly, should be made of the
unfinished jobs at the same time at which the sumnary of finished
jobs is prepared. The totals will serve as the value of the jobs
in process.
There Is considerable controversy over the inclusion of
selling and administrative expenses in the value of the unfinished
jobs. The writer feels that the granite industry might well adopt
the theory set forth on page 307 of "Cost Accounting" by W. B.
Lawrence. The following excerpt is quoted—"A very large number
of manufacturing companies make their product to order and a great
amount of expense is undertaken in order to sell products which
are not in existence at the time of the sale. It is not considered
improper to defer an expense which will result in a future benefit.
Such deferred charges are, in effect, nothing but inventories of
usable expenses. It appears to be equally correct to inventory
selling expense from which a future benefit will be secured by in-
cluding it in the inventory values of the products which are re-
sulting from such sales effort."
In view of this theory, the amount of selling and administra-
tive expenses which are applicable to the unfinished orders must
be computed and charged to the individual jobs. The following
Journal entries will be formulated from the information contained
in each of the summaries:

Granite in Process
To Finishing Expense Applied
Drafting and Designing Expense Applied
Selling Expense Applied
Administrative Expense Applied
For the applied expenses as determined from
the totals of the respective columns.
If it should be desired to set up separate inventory valuations
for memorials in process, mausoleums in process, etc., this might
toe done through talcing them out of Granite in Process.
ANALYSIS SHEETS (Forms #25 - 38 incl.
)
For the purposes of this thesis, the analysis sheets are used
as subsidiary records for expense control accounts. They eliminate
bulky ledgers and are more practical in so far as they may be kept
monthly. Any entry which affects the control account for any of
the various expense accounts must be reflected in the proper analy-
sis sheet. The most common source for items which will be carried
Into the analysis sheet is the Voucher Register. In addition, the
General Journal will prove to be a source, especially for such entrie
All entries affecting the analysis sheet should be carried into it
daily. The final effect of these entries on the individual analysis
sheets is that there will be a distribution to the particular type
of expense, within the control account title, such as Labor under
Cost of Quarrying. At the close of the month, a summary of the
analysis sheet will give a list of the individual expenses under
the control account, the sum of which should agree with the balance
of the control account in the general ledger.

The following analysis sheets are presented in the forms:
Cost of Quarrying ?orm #25
Sawing Expense it #26
Polishing Expense t» #27
Carborundum Expense t! #28
Finishing Expense H #29
Misc. Service Expense It #30
Power Plant Expense •1 #31
Crane Expense M #32
Heating Expense It #33
Tool Shed Expense It #34
Electrical Dept. Expense It #35
Drafting & Designing Expense tt #36
Selling Expense II #37
Administrative Expense It #38
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COST RECORD DIG
GENERAL DISCUS SICE
The knowledge of actual costs of the Individual stages of opera-
tion is very meager in the Granite field. To be sure, some con-
cerns do attempt to secure efficient cost information, "but many,
particularly the smaller concerns, have either ignored the sub-
ject or have considered it impractical for their organization.
In a field where there is such intense competition, one cannot
help wondering how such a condition could continue. Perhaps the
best answer to this would be that the practical officials are
able to determine these figures in a rough manner, as a result
of years of experience. How and again we hear the query, "After
Mussolini, what then?" We might apply that to these very offi-
cials and ask the following question, "After these officials
pass out of the organization, what then?" One thing is certain
and that is there will be no concrete evidence of costs for their
successors to follow. An efficient Cost system will provide
permanent evidence of work performance which may be used as a
basis for comparison. Guess work and rough estimates will be
minimized.
What is a Cost System? It might be described as an official
work procedure which, when summarized, will furnish information
as to the actual cost of operations, subdivided and classified
into the required and desired component elements. Cost, when it
is used in connection with the manufacturing concerns, embodies
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three major subdivisions, Materials, Direct Labor, and Manufactur-
ing Expenses, It is not a difficult matter to apportion the
charges for Materials and Direct Labor over the various steps
of production, but a great problem arises in the attempt to proper-
ly apportion the Manufacturing Expenses.
Some officials maintain that they will have sufficient infor-
mation as to these costs when they prepare their periodic state-
ments. However, these figures will not provide them with informa-
tion as to the costs of the various steps in the operation. This
brings up another question, "Why do we have to bother with those
figures?'* Reference has been made to the competitive nature of
the granite industry. \Vhen such a condition exists, it is highly
desirable to know minute costs in order to stress a competitive
advantage. This might take place in the form of an extremely
low cost for a given type of polishing which may be due to many
causes. If a concern, through its cost records, finds that it
can offer that type of work at a profitable rate, it is to the
advantage of the concern to "push1* it. Furthermore, in a com-
petitive condition, it is desirable to know the sources of the
leaks and overflow so that they may be adjusted. If, as a result
of comparing present costs with previous costs, it is determined
that present costs are too high, the cause may be readily checked.
Finally, when the margin of profit between cost and selling
price is very low, it is essential to guard against the possibility
of selling below costs, under the mistaken thought that a profit
is being made.
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The method of obtaining Cost information in the Granite Industry
may be a combination of the Process Cost System and the Job System.
The Process Cost System may be best employed where there are a
large number of similar units which are to have the same general
type of work performed upon them. Quarrying, Sawing, Polishing,
and Carborundum work are stages in the processing operations where
this system might be used. The Job Cost System functions best
where the worlc to be performed on the units is individual and
varied so that each unit assumes a definite standing of its own,
distinct from the other units. An example of this is in the pro-
cessing of a memorial where the work to be done depends upon the
job specifications. Thus we might conclude that the Finishing
Stage is of such a nature that the Job Cost System is the best
for cost purposes.
All theory deals with the ideal but in actual practice,
theory must give way to practicability, nevertheless, it is well
to consider this subject from the idealistic point of view and then
show how it works out in actual practice. 7/e might consider the
general flow of work operations in the Granite field and show the
trend of accumulating Costs. The following chart, with its accom-
panying explanation will serve the purpose of setting forth the ideal.
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The underlying cost theory is that the cunnilative costs from
each stage of the work operations are divided among the finished and
unfinished work from each stage. Block A is taken out of the quarry;
therefore, the costs attached to it are the direct labor plus its
share of the quarrying overhead and depletion. The unit basis for
Block A is the cubic foot. Then it is transported to the sawing
room and to the quarry costs must be added the transportation
charges. In the sawing room, Block A is divided into four pieces
with the result that the accumulated costs should be divided into
the remaining acceptable stone. At the completion of this stage,
the cost of sawing is reckoned on the basis of units of surface feet.
In the polishing room each slab assumes a definite form of its own
because it is no longer part of the mass, Block A, hence the marking
A 1, A 2, etc. After the completion of the polishing process, the
cumulative costs are divided into the acceptable polished slabs,
with the cost of polishing being apportioned on a surface foot basis.
The slab may be cut into small blocks by the carborundum machine,
in this example the number is three. Now there is a very small
piece of stone, in comparison with the size of Block A. The ex-
pense of the carborundum work plus the cumulative expense must be
divided among the remaining accepted blocks but the unit for the
distribution of the cost of the carborundum work is the lineal foot.
In the finishing stage, the expense of each piece of stone must be
carried out as an additional cost of that piece. This explanation
may be summarized as follows: The cumulative cost of the stone which
enters each stage of production, plus the cost of that particular
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stage, must be divided among the acceptable units completed and
the acceptable units still in production in that stage.
The above mentioned theory presupposes that cost records are
kept for every piece of stone which is extracted from the quarry.
However desirable this may be from the point of view of minute costs,
it is very impractical in the every day operations of most granite
companies. The uncertainty of the quality of the granite until it
reaches the stage of individual blocks after the carborundum work is
an important reason for the elimination of close adherence to this
theory. Referring to the chart again, Slab A4 might be classed as
Imperfect after the sawing operation and sent out to the grout
pile. This, theoretically, would throw the accumulated expense
of that slab on the remaining three slabs. In the polishing stage,
Slab A2 might be considered two- thirds perfect which would mean
the elimination of the unacceptable portion of that slab in deter-
mining the acceptable surface feet of granite from the polishing
stage. When the official in charge marks off the slab for carborun-
dum work, he might have to eliminate a good portion of Slab A3
due to streaks, etc. The resultant product of the carborundum
stage, (plus random work and other stone set aside for sales pur-
pose from the different departments), therefore, have to assume the
burden of rejected stone. The impracticability of attempting to
trace costs on each piece of stone extracted from the quarry may be
illustrated further in the case of a block which has been put
through the sawing operation and the discovery that it is wholly
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unacceptable. Finally we may point to the large amount of detailed
work which might well be dispensed with because of the ease of se-
curing the costs through another method which requires less work
and gives more practical results.
The Process Cost System has already been defined, and we might
now see how it could be applied to the granite industry. The quarry-
ing process results in a certain quantity of granite which has as
its unit base the cubic feet. Assuming an output of 200,000 cubic
feet over a period of time, we might ascertain the cost per cubic
foot by computing the cost of direct labor, direct and indirect ex-
penses, depreciation and depletion for the period in question and
dividing the 200,000 cubic feet into the total. As a result of
periodic figures on this cost per cubic feet, the management might
set an average cost from period to period and revise this when
necessary. The transportation charge per cubic foot should not
vary much, and this, in turn, can be reckoned in order to secure
the cost per cubic foot at the sawing shed.
The accounting for the quarries may be accomplished by apply-
ing the principles of process costs to the operations. All expenses
are thrown into the control account, Cost of Quarrying, and a sum-
mary of production, by units, is kept for statistical purposes. The
subsidiary accounts for Cost of Quarrying will be found in the
classification of subsidiary accounts for Quarrying. At the end of
stated periods, statements of unit production and unit costs may be
prepared from the summary of production and the subsidiary ledger.
The accounting for the sawing operations may be handled in
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like manner. The Cost of Sawing account may be charged with all
of the expenses as found in the classification of Sawing Expenses.
The unit production and unit costs may be determined through the
preparation of periodic statements of production.
Polishing is another step which may be handled through the process
cost system. In some cases, it may be desired to subdivide the
polishing stages and to determine the costs of each stage. This is
nothing more than a further split-up of the controlling account
principles. The carborundum work may be similarly handled.
The information desired from the records to be kept of the pre-
ceding operations is an acceptable unit basis which can be used
for cost purposes in subsequent periods. It is difficult, however,
to set up one basis and call it "the one basis." Referring to the
chart of the progress of stone in the granite industry, we find
that some of the companies are engaged in the quarrying stage only.
For these we may say that an acceptable unit basis would be cubic
feet, based upon the acceptable saleable cubic content quarried.
If a company does finishing work and sells some of the quarried
granite as Rough stock, the unit for the rough granite would be the
same as that used by the Quarriers. This would present a theory
which might apply to all the stages of the process:— If any or all
of the product of a given stage is sold or held as random stock,
the unit basis for the proration of accumulated costs through that
stage would be the completed units ( plus allowance for uncompleted
units In process ) of that stage.
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One of the great difficulties in establishing a proper unit
cost for later periods is the fact that the slab of granite may turn
out to be unacceptable, in whole or in part. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to arrive at some base for the determination, in the job
orders of the finishing stages, of the cost of granite, cost of
sawing, cost of polishing, and the cost of carborundum work. Per-
haps the best solution to this would be to consider the units in
the light of the acceptable product which clears the finishing
stage. In actual practice, a review of the summaries of production
would furnish a percentage figure which would represent the diminish-
ment of stone between the quarrying stage and the completed stage.
This figure varies within the industry flue to quarry formation.
The cubic feet which clear the finishing stage will be divided into
the cost of quarrying, less the reduction of that sum by the value
of the inventory, sold, or random rough stock. The resultant basic
cost will be the unit cost for quarrying which will be charged to
each order in the finishing stage. In arriving at the cost per
surface foot for sawing, polishing, and cost of carborundum work,
the surface feet which clear the finishing stage will be divided
into the costs of each process, with a reduction for the value of
the inventory sold and random semi-finished stock of each stage.
The estimated lineal feet of finished product, divided into cost
of carborundum work will produce the cost of carborundum work per
lineal foot. A consideration of the value of uncompleted work in
each stage must be considered in arriving at costs for each stage.
Periodic summaries of unit costs and unit production in all the
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stages of the above mentioned processes will produce the figures for
each concern.
COST OP QUARRY DIG
This thesis is designed to be a practical treatment of the sub-
ject so that it might be readily adjusted to most granite companies.
In view of this, reference is made to an article, "Accounting for
Granite Quarries'1 by Francis C. Derby, which appeared in the Journal
of Accountancy , page 28, of the January, 1930, issue. Mr. Derby
set forth a very detailed system which represents a highly idealistic
treatment of accounting principles and their application to a large
granite quarry. He evidently advocates separate accumulation of
costs for each section of the quarry, assuming a derrick for each
section. The costs of operations are divided into direct and indi-
rect costs. Under direct costs, are charges for the following:
Depletion, Quarry Development or Stripping, Labor, Repair Parts,
Supplies and certain depreciation charges. The Labor charges are
those of the foremen, engineers, pit labor and surface labor, natural-
ly, the Labor charges for each are those which are directly concerned
with the quarrying and loading of granite. Depreciation charges
for equipment used in direct quarrying operations are chargeable
as direct expenses. Under Indirect costs, he includes seven service
centers, such as, the Blacksmith shop, Power Plant, Sharpening Shop,
etc., each having classified expenses—Operating Labor, Supplies,
Electric Power, etc.
The writer has talked with men engaged in the accounting work
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for granite companies, several of which engage in extensive operations.
There is general agreement that it is not necessary to go into great
detail in securing costs of quarrying operations in most of the
quarries. This brings to mind the rule previously stated— the records
to he kept should bear the rigid test of value, cost, and duplication.
While such a system as described by Mr, Derby may be practical for a
very large quarry, I challenge the practicability of such a system
for a very great majority of the granite quarries in operation today.
Mr. J. A. Healy, already referred to in the section on Books of
Entry, considers that the direct labor in quarrying operations should
be the only direct charge and that all other expenses of quarrying
be considered as overhead. In his article Mr. Derby apparently ad-
vocates the division of the quarry into operating sections. The
value of this might well be questioned because of the practical
knowledge of the foremen in charge of each derrick. If the granite
which is being quarried is inferior, there will not be much time spent
in that section of the quarry. After all, there is one general com-
pleted product and that is acceptable quarried granite. The most
practical information to be desired in the average quarry is the
cost per cubic foot of acceptable quarried granite. This might
easily be obtained by accumulating the costs for the period in ques-
tion. To be sure, the result of Mr. Derby's system would furnish
much interesting information, but the question arises as to the
value of this information as compared to the cost of securing it.
For the purposes of this thesis, therefore, I propose that the
quarry, as a whole, be treated as one producing center. Through the
operation of the Process Cost System, the expenses may be summarized
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at the end of the accounting period, or oftoner, if desired. Under
the Process Cost System, the actual costs may not be accumulated un-
til the end of the period. However, when the acceptable granite is
removed from the quarry, an estiinated cost should be passed on whether
it is sold as rough stock, kept as random rough stock, or sent on
to the sawing room. An account labeled Cost of Quarrying Applied
may be utilized for this purpose. The average cost of quarrying per
cubic foot might be applied, on the basis of past experience and
study, and in the llpfot of known conditions and expenses .
Should a granite company accept an order to quarry a block of
stone of exact dimensions (one type of Random Stock as defined later
in that section), an effort should be made to arrive at the approxi-
mate cost because of the greater costs incurred in this type of
work. The approximate cost might be determined by recording the
actual direct labor utilized in the quarrying process and obtaining
tiie estimated other quarrying expenses applicable through the per-
centage figure of the relation of all labor in the quarry to the
other quarrying expenses. The cost arrived at should be used in
computing the cost of quarrying applied to Cost of Rough Stock Sales.
An entry might be formulated for the distribution of the applied
cost of Quarrying, as follows*
Cost of Rough Stock Sales
Random Stock Debits
Granite in Process
Inventory-Rough Stock
To Cost of Quarrying Applied, Credit
(For the estimated cost of quarrying the
granite transferred to the above, based
upon the actual cubic feet transferred
times the average cost per cubic foot of
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quarried granite, as determined from past
experience. An exception is in the case of
rough stock sales for exact dimensions, the
determination of the value of which has been
explained in the previous paragraph.
)
The actual cubic feet transferred may be determined from the Summary
of Quarry Production, which may be computed daily or periodically.
As the actual expenses are incurred, they may be charged to the Con-
trol Account, Cost of Quarrying, and in the Subsidiary Ledger or
Analysis Sheet to the specific account. If the actual expenses do
not agree with the total of the Applied Expenses at the end of the
period, it is necessary to take care of the over or under-applied
expense.
With reference to the over or under-applied expense, the follow-
ing excerpt is applicable—"At the close of the fiscal year, the
applied expense accounts are closed into the corresponding depart-
mental accounts, and any balance for under or over-applied expense
is carried to the Profit and Loss account. This treatment causes
the cost of goods manufactured and sold to be shown on the general
ledger at the normal cost for the period, while the under or over-
applied expense is shown as an extraordinary loss or gain in the
Profit and Loss account. If distribution rates have been calculated
correctly, the amount of over or under-applied expense will be small."
Applying this theory to the Cost of Quarrying Applied—Should
the difference between the Cost of Quarrying and the Cost of Quarrying
Applied Accounts be large, it would be necessary to adjust the accounts
to which the applied expenses had been apportioned, dividing the
amount over or under by the total cubic feet of acceptable granite
*Cost Accounting',' V/. B.Lawrence , Prentice Hall, Inc.JT.Y., 1928, p. 231.
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quarried in order to arrive at a unit basis. The disposition of the
acceptable quarried granite must be ascertained from the summaries of
production and the unit basis applied for the amount transferred to the
different outlets. If the difference is small, it might be treated
as an extraordinary profit or loss for the period. As inferred in the
quotation, care should be taken in arriving at the unit rate in order
to arrive at approximate normal costs.
With reference to the accounts involved, mention has already
been made of the accounts Cost of Quarrying and Cost of Quarrying
Applied. Both are General Ledger Accounts, but the former is a con-
trol account. The following is a list of the subsidiary accounts
which reflect the detail of Cost of Quarrying in a subsidiary ledger
or a Cost of Quarrying Analysis Sheet:
Labor Other Insurance
Compensation Insurance Depreciation
Taxes Repairs—Buildings
Power Heat and Light Repairs—Machinery & Equipment
Supplies General Expenses
Tools Auto Expense
Superintendence Freight & Drayage
Quarry Development Burden
Depletion
The question of Inventory might be raised* Usually, the
acceptable granite is removed from the quarry in a short while so
the Inventory is negligible. In case there is an appreciable amount
on hand at the quarry, a value should be set up for it, based upon
applied costs. Quarries situated in the southern part of the United
States are in a position of economic advantage. These quarries may
be operated during the winter months while most of the northern
quarries are obliged to cease quarrying operations or to operate at
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higher costs on account of frost, ice, and snow.
The situation of the grout pile is one of importance which might
be investigated by the accountant. The Y/ells-Larason Quarry Co. » Inc.
of Barre, Vermont, Is now removing a grout pile which is located
over a very valuable granite formation. The cost of this is very
large and might well have been avoided if sufficient consideration
had been given to the location of the grout pile or even if they had
considered the advisability of removing the grout pile a few years
ago. The possible outlets for the discarded granite should be
Kept in mind. In the case of the above mentioned company, the rock
is being crushed and sold as road ballast. However, the crushed
stone cannot be sold to economic advantage in cases where the de-
livery nust be made to a point over fifty miles away. The cost of
removal of the grout pile, if large, may be set up as a capital
expenditure and "wiped off" over a period of years— the same as de-
pletion charges.
SOURCES FOR ENTRIES:
COST OF QUARRYDIG
Debit:
A. Actual Expenses.
(V.R. and G.J.
)
Credit:
A. Total Cost of
B. Distributive Share
of Service Department
Expenses. (G.J.)
Quarrying Applied
during the period. (G.J.)
B. Adjustment for Under-
Applied Cost. (G.J.
)
C. Adjustment for Over-
Applied Expense (G.J.
)
COST OF QUARRYING APPLIED
Debit:
A. Total Cost of
Quarrying Applied
during the Period.
Credit:
A. Expense Applied to Cost
of Sales-Rough Stock.
B. Expense Applied to Random Stock.
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(Credit to Cost of Quarrying) C. Expanse Applied to Granite
G.J. in Process.
D. Expense Applied to Inv.-
Rough Stoclc.
(All from G. J.
)
SAVING EXPENSE
The sawing operation has already been referred to as a typo
of operation where the principles of Process Cost may well be em-
ployed. The blocks of granite are brought into the sawing room,
cut into slabs through the use of various types of saws, and then
passed on to Random Stoclc or to Granite in Process, or else sold
as Semi-Rough Granite. Through summaries of production, kept by the
foreman, an accurate record might be kept of the total amount of cu-
bic feet received, the time involved in the sawing operation, the
total amount of cubic and surface feet passed on from this stage, and
the disposition of the sawed slabs. The latter will aid in distribut-
ing the estimated costs of sawing.
An account, labeled Sawing Expense, will be used to record ac-
tual costs of sawing plus the burden which is distributable to that
stage. As in the case of the quarrying stage, the principles of
Applied Expenses may well be employed here. Mention has already
been made of the disposition of the sawed granite slabs. The cost
(estimated) of sawing should be charged to each account in the
proportion that the surface feet distributed to each bears to the
total surface feet transferred. The value to be charged will be
reckoned on a surface foot basis which is computed from past experience

and study. The following entry might be formulated:
Granite in Process- Inventory (if desired)
Cost of Sales-Semi Rough, or
Random Stock, or
Granite in Process
To Sawing Expense Applied
(For the estimated cost of sawing the
granite transferred to the above, based
upon the actual surface feet transferred
times the average cost per surface foot
of sawing, as determined from past ex-
perience and study.
)
As Indicated in the previous discussion on Applied Expense
theory, the total credits to the applied account should closely
approximate the total debits to the sawing expense account, pro-
vided that average cost was carefully calculated and that present
costs are running close to normal costs.
With reference to the accounts which will support the control
account, Sawing Expense, they are summarized as follows:
Labor Supplies
Taxes Tools
Depreciation General Expense
Power, Heat Superintendence
and Light Burden
Compensation
Insurance
Other Insurance
Repairs—Buildings
Repairs—Machinery & Equipment
These, of course, will be kept in a subsidiary Ledger or a
Sawing Expense analysis sheet and will serve to support, in detail,
the total of the Sawing Expense account.
Some plants manufacture steel shot Aahich is used in the saw-
ing operation as previously described, and this might bring up the
question as to the charge for shot which, incidentally, can be
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charged to Sawing Expense through the subsidiary account—Supplies.
Conservative accounting theory requires that only the actual ex-
pense of manufacturing the shot be chargeable to the sawing room,
despite the fact that the cost of manufacture may be far less than
the cost of it outside. The gain would be reflected in a lower cost
for shot, which in itself would tend to lessen the Sawing Expense by
that amount.
SOURCES FOB ENTRIES:
SAWING EXPENSE
Debit:
A. Actual Expenses
(V.R. and G.J.
)
B. Distributive Share
of Service Depart-
ment Expenses. (G.J.
)
C. Adjustment for Over-
Applied Expense. (G.J.)
Credit:
A. Total Sawing Expense
Applied during the
period. (G.J.)
B. Adjustment for Under-
Applied Expense. (G.J.)
SAWING EXPENSE APPLIED
Debit:
A, Total Sawing Expense
Applied during the
Period. (Credit to
Sawing Expense. ) (G. J.
)
Credit:
A. Expense Applied to Cost
of Sales—Semi-Rough.
B. Expense Applied to Ran-
dom Stock.
C. Expense Applied to Granite
in Process.
D. Expense Applied to Granite
in Process Inventory.
(All from G.J.
)
POLISHING EXPENSE
The principles of Applied Expense may be utilized in this opera-
tion also, because it is a standard process. Here, too, an actual
expense account may be maintained under the title Polishing Expense
which would be charged with the direct and indirect expenses as

well as its portion of burden. A summary of production may be pre-
pared by the foreman in which would be summarized the surface feet
of granite put in process, the time involved in the polishing proces
the surface feet of polished granite which passed out of the polish-
ing line, and the destination of said polished granite, i. e. , Cost
of Sales—Semi-Rough Random Stock, Granite in Process.
A cost per surface foot of polishing may be established, based
upon past experience and study. The summary of production is the
basis for an entry as follows:
Granite in Process- Inventory (If desired)
Cost of Sales—Semi Rough
Random Stock
Granite in Process
To Polishing Expense Applied
(For the estimated cost of polishing
the granite transferred to the above,
based upon the actual surface feet
transferred times the average cost
per surface foot of polishing, as
determined from past experience and
study.
)
As in the case of Cost of Quarrying and Sawing Expense, the
Polishing Expense account in the General Ledger will be a Control
Account, supported by detail in the following Subsidiary accounts:
Labor Supplies
Compensation Insurance Tools
Other Insurance General Expense
Taxes Superintendence
Depreciation Burden
Power Heat & Light
Repai rs—Buildings
Repairs—Machinery & Equipment
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SOURCES FOR ENTRIES!
POLISHING EXPENSE
Debit:
A. Actual Expenses
(V.R. & G.J.)
Credit:
A. Total Polishing
B. Distributive Share of
Service Department
Expenses. (G.J.)
Expense Applied
during the Period (G.J.)
B. Adjustment for Under-
Applied Expense. (G.J.)
C. Adjustment for Over-
Applied Expense. (G.J.
)
POLISHING EXPENSE APPLIED
Debit:
A. Total Polishing
Credit:
A. Expense Applied to Cost
of Sales— Semi-Rough.Expense Applied during
the Period. (Credit to
Polishing Expense. ) (G.J.
)
B. Expense Applied to Ran-
dom Stock.
C. Expense Applied To Granite
in Process.
D. Expense Applied to Granite
in Process Inventory.
(All from G.J.
)
CARBORUNDUM EXPENSE
Because of the process nature of the carborundum work, this ex-
pense may be handled in much the same manner as the Costs of Quarry-
ing, Sawing Expenses, and Polishing Expenses. Here, too, a summary
of production may be submitted giving the following information:
lineal feet of granite put into the carborundum stage, time worked
upon, lineal feet of granite passed on, and the destination, i. e.
Cost of Sales—Semi Rough, Random Stock, and Granite in Process. A
unit cost per lineal foot of carborundum may be set up, based upon
past experience and study. The summary of production is the basis
for the following entry:
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Granite in Process Inventory (If desired)
C0 3t of Sales— Semi-Rough
Random Stock
Granite in Process
To Carborundum Expense Applied
(For the estimated cost of carborundum work on the granite
transferred to the above, based upon the actual lineal
feet transferred times the average cost per lineal foot
of carborundum work, as determined from past experience
and study.
)
The Carborundum Expense Control Account will be supported by the
following subsidiary accounts:
Labor
Compensation Insurance
Other Insurance
Taxes
Power Heat & Light
Depreciation
Repairs—Bu ildings
Suppl ies
Tools
General Expense
Superintendence
Burden
Repairs—Machinery & Equipment
SOURCES FOR ENTRIES;
Debit:
CARBORUNDUM EXPENSE
Credit:
A.A. Actual Expenses (V.R.& G.J.
)
B. Distributive Share of Ser-
vice Department Expenses (G.J. )B
C. Adjustment for Over-Applied
Expense (G.J.
)
CARBORUNDUM EXPENSE APPLIED
Total Carborundum Expense Applied
during the Period (G.J.)
Adjustment for Under-Applied Ex-
pense (G.J.
)
Deb it:
A. Total Carborundum Expense
Applied during the Period.
(Credit to Carborundum Ex-
pense. ) (G.J.)
Credit:
A. Expense Applied to Cost of Sales
—
Semi-Rough.
B. Expenses Applied Random Stock.
C. Expenses Applied to Granite in
Process.
D. Expense Applied to Granite In
Process Inventory. (All from G.J.
)
FINISHING EXPENSE
Although the job system of cost recording starts in the finish-
ing stage, the expenses for this stage of production are chargeable
to an expense account—Finishing Expense. For general accounting pur-
poses, a Finishing Expense Applied account may be used for charging
finishing expenses to the individual jobs. The source for the amount
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of finishing expense to be charged to Granite in Process for each job
is determined on the basis of direct labor for each job. A summary of
production orders will give the amount of finishing expense which
has been applied to Granite in Process and which is recorded period-
ically through the following entryj
Granite in Process (Debit)
To Finishing Expense Applied (Credit)
(For the estimated finishing ex-
pense as determined from the Summary
of Production Orders. Rate for the
distribution of indirect expenses and
overhead to be determined from study
and past experience.
)
The following are subsidiary accounts which will support the control
account—Finishing Expense:
Repairs—Machinery & Equipment Boxing
It may be noted that Direct Labor is not included in the list
of subsidiary accounts although a Labor account appeared in the
list of Subsidiary accounts for Cost of Quarrying, Sawing, Polishing,
and Carborundum Expenses. The reason for this lies in the fact
that those stages were treated as process stages and all possible
expenses were gathered under one heading in order to secure a basic
cost on a unit basis. In the Job System, however, an attempt is
made to charge each job for the cost of material, actual direct
labor, and estimated finishing expense chargeable to it. The cost
of the material may be ascertained through the application of the
Compensation Insurance
Other Insurance
Taxes
Depreciat ion
Power Heat & Light
Repa irs—Buildings
Supplies
Tools
General Expense
Superintendence
Indirect Labor
Burden
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basic rates for quarrying, sawing, polishing, and carborundum work.
Direct labor may be computed through a record of the time of the
workers in the finishing stage. It Is generally accepted that the
finishing indirect expenses may be applied in a ratio with direct
labor. A3 already stated, the actual finishing expenses are not known
until the end of the accounting period, and consequently it is
necessary to use some method of apportioning these expenses to each
job. In some cases, it has been determined that the sum of the in-
direct finishing expenses of the accounting periods approximate the
sum of the direct labor, hence the ratio of 100%. Of course, the
ratio will vary with the individual concern. The records of the
past should be examined in order to arrive at the ratio for each.
The method of applying this expense may be illustrated as
follows: If it is determined that the ratio of finishing expenses
to direct labor is 100^>, and the cost of direct labor for a given
job is $75, a similar amount should be applied as finishing expense.
This assumes that the Direct Labor Oost Method is used. However,
many accountants favor the use of the Direct Hour Method, under
which the average direct labor hours are divided into the average
finishing expense in order to arrive at a flat rate per direct labor
hour for finishing expense. For each job, it will be necessary to
take off the direct labor hours and multiply this times the rate
for applied finishing expense in order to arrive at .he amount of
the estimated finishing expense applicable to that job. The entry
for recording the effect of either of these two methods is the
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same and has been described on the first page of this section.
As stated in the sections on applied expenses for the other
operating departments, the total of applied finishing expenses
should approximate the actual finishing expense for the period and
any adjustment will be made as previously indicated.
The Finishing Expense account will be debited with amounts
from the Voucher Register and from the Journal in the distribution
of burden. It will be credited when it is adjusted at the end of
the period with the Finishing Expense Applied account.
The Finishing Expense Applied account will be credited for the
estimated finishing expenses charged to Granite in process. It
will be debited when it is adjusted with the Finishing Expense ac-
count.
The account Boxing appears in the list of subsidiary accounts
for the control account—Finishing Expense. This refers to the
cost of boxing the granite preparatory to shipping it, and the won*
is done as soon as all the processing for the stone has been com-
pleted and it is ready for shipment. The question might be raised
as to the inclusion of the cost of boxing as a manufacturing cost.
This is answered byKester*s opinion that 'the entire cost of manu-
facture up to the point at which the product is turned over to
the selling department for sale is factory cost." The selling de-
partment sends an order through the production department with In-
Accounting Theory and Practice, Roy B. Kester, Ronald press Co.,
1925, p. 35.
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struct ions to process and prepare the stone for shipment. Delivery
is part of the terms of the sale and the order is not wholly com-
pleted until it is adequately protected from the hazards of transpor-
tation. The work of the finishing department might easily be nulli-
fied through scratching and chipping—hence proper boxing is necessary
and an essential feature of the completed product.
SOURCES FOR ENTRIES*
FINISH IKG EXPENSE
Debit: Credit:
A. Actual Expenses- -exclusive A* Total Finishing Expense
of Direct Labor. (V. R. & Applied during the Period.
G.J.) (G.J.)
B. Distributive Share of Service B. Adjustment for Under-
Department Expenses. (G.J.) Applied Expense. (G.J.)
C. Adjustment for Over-Applied
Expense. (G.J.)
FINISHING EXPENSE APPLIED
Debit: Credit:
A. Total Finishing Expense A. Expense Applied to
Applied during the Period. Granite in Process. (G.J.)
(Credit to Finishing Expense)
(G.J.)
COST OF SERVICE DEPARTMENT
S
Thus far, attention has been concentrated upon producing de-
partments. In all manufacturing enterprises there are certain de-
partments which serve as service departments for other similar de-
partments and producing departments. An illustration of this may
be seen in the rendering of power. Where the power is all purchased,
there is no great problem as the element of overhead is not con-
sidered. When the company produces its own, or a portion of the power
it uses, complications set in, for It is then necessary to determine
.1
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the cost of producing that power, with due regard for proper appor-
tionment of burden to the power plant. The cost of the power, whether
purchased or manufactured, should be distributed over the departments
which utilize power on the basis of the use of such power by each.
A real problem arises in the distribution of this cost, and, in the
last analysis, the conditions in each concern will govern the extent
to which one would go in ascertaining the proportionate benefits
received. "Too many concerns make entirely too detailed distribution
of power costs, particularly where power cost is comparatively small
in amount.' 1
*
In the larger granite sheds, an attempt may be made to ascer-
tain the proportion of the cost of the power plant which is applicable
to each form of service and then to distribute this in proportion to
the use of such service by each department. However, consistent
with the underlying features of Cost Accounting, the expense of se-
curing this must be justified. In smaller plants, we find an arbi-
trary apportionment of the cost of power. This may be obtained by
computing a nominal charge to each department for the electric
lighting on the basis of kilowatt hours of use for each. The balance
of the power cost may be roughly spread over the departments on
the estimated use of horsepower.
The most efficient method is the use of meters, but the cost
of this is prohibitive in most granite sheds. The most practical
method of determining the consumption of power is to have the engi-
neer survey the plant, noting the electric light consumption and
the normal horsepower requirements of each machine in the shed.
Accountant 1 s Handbook, E.A.Saliers, Ronald press, 1923, p. 612.

As a result of such a survey, a proper base for the apportionment
of the power cost may "be arrived at.
The cost of heating may "be recorded separately, and, consistent
with good accounting theory, may be apportioned over the departments
on the basis of floor space used. The expenses of the tool shed
will, for the most part, be chargeable to the finishing department,
although should other departments use the services of the tool shed
to an appreciable extent, the cost should be apportioned on the basis
of tool valuation in each of the departments. In the electrical de-
partment, there is no great problem. Whenever an electrician works
in a given department, his wages for that time are charged as an ex-
pense of that department. A minimum time should be set for such a
charge in order that the idea may not be carried to the extreme.
For example, if the electrician spends less than an hour in the saw-
ing room, his time for that hour should not be charged to the Sawing
Expense account, but to the Cost of Electrical Department account.
All time, over an hour, spent in one of the producing departments
should be charged as an expense of the department in which the work
is done. The costs of operating the electrical department may be
spread over the producing departments either on the basis of the
direct labor hours of each or on a basis of the valuation of the
horsepower of the electrical apparatus in each.
Another type of service department is the crane department.
Cranes are used to transfer stone to different parts of the shed
and for loading purposes. They are usually of the overhead type
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and can bo directed over any portion of the plant. It Is difficult
to determine the exact amount of time the cranes may "be used by a
given department although, if It can be determined that a crane
is used by one department, the expense of operating it should be
charged to that department. Generally speaking, cranes are used
by more than one department and the crane requirements vary. The
crane operator may transfer a block of granite from the polishing
bed to the carborundum machine, and then load a memorial on a
freight car. Almost any method of distributing this cost would meet
with objections from both the practical and theoretical viewpoints.
The following basis is suggested: Obtain a base total for Sawing
Expense, Polishing Expense, Carborundum Expense, Direct Labor
—
Finishing, and Finishing Expense. The ratio of the expense of each
department to the total would serve as a ratio for the distribution
of the crane expense. The Direct Labor-Finishing and the Finishing
Expense would be merged to obtain the ratio for the distribution
to the finishing department. This plan has the principle that
the finishing department will carry the greater ratio because of its
greater costs, and rightly so, in view of the greater handling
work required in the finishing and loading work.
The Miscellaneous Service Expenses would include all other
service departments and the basis for the distribution of this
cost would be the direct labor hours of the production departments.
At this point it might be mentioned that the theory of Applied
Expenses is not used in connection with the Cost of Service
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departments. The distribution of these expenses is made at the end
of the period. However, it should "be remembered that this burden
is taken into consideration as production department expense when
computing the rate for applied expenses.
DIRECT LABOR—FINISHING
The direct labor for the finishing stage is recorded in a
separate account from the other finishing department expenses be-
cause it is necessary to gather this information for applying direct
labor cost directly to the job orders for which it was incurred.
Furthermore, the amount of the direct labor is used as a base for
determining the future rate for applied finishing expense when the
direct labor cost method of distribution is used. The account for
Direct Labor—Finishing is debited with the amount charged to it in
the Voucher Register from the distribution of the weekly payroll.
There may also be a charge to this account from the General Journal
when the Accrual Payroll is recorded at the end of the period.
It may be possible that some of the finishing work may be per-
formed and the job transferred to random stock. In such a case, it
will be necessary to transfer that portion of the Direct Labor
—
Finishing to the Random Stock account. The balance of the Direct
Labor—Finishing account will be transferred to Granite in Process
at the end of the period.
GRANITE IN PROCESS
This account will be debited with the following for all stone
put into process during the period:
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1. Cost of Quarrying Applied.
2. Sawing Expense Applied.
3. Polishing Expense Applied.
4* Carborundum Expense Applied.
5. Finishing Expense Applied.
6. Direct Labor—Finishing.
7. Cost of Random Stock. (Put bade into process. )
8. Drafting and Designing Applied.
9. Selling Expense Applied.
10. Administrative Expense Applied.
The credits to this account will be for the amounts transferred
to the following accounts:
1. Cost of Shipments—Building Granite.
2. " " * Monumental Granite.
3. M 1 " Mausoleums.
4. " » " Crushed Granite.
5. " " »• Miscellaneous.
6. Cost of Random Stock. (Taken out of process,
)
7. Cost of Shipments—Semi-Rough Stock. (For
Applied Expenses charged into Granite in
Process which may be apportioned to Semi-
Rough Stock sold.
)
8. Finished Stock, (not shipped)
In addition to the above listed debits, there will also be
on the debit side of this account the value of the Granite in Pro-
cess at the beginning of the period. The balance in this account
at the end of the period, after all debits and credits have been
recorded is the value of the Inventory of Granite in Process at the
end of the period.
The entries for applied expenses may be made periodically on
the basis of the Summaries of Production of the Producing Depart-
ments and the Summaries of Completed and Uncompleted Jobs of all
types. The debits for selling and administrative expenses applied
are for the amounts applicable to the unfinished orders, the theory
for which is discussed in the section describing the Summaries of
Uncompleted Jobs (Forms 22 & 24). Direct labor figures are taken
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from the Direct Labor—Finishing account and are transferred through
the following Journal entry:
Debit: Granite in Process
Credit: Direct Labor—Finishing
With reference to the debit for Cost of Random Stock put back into
process, a periodic Summary of Random Stock movements will furnish
the necessary detail.
The distribution of the credits are determined from the follow-
ing: Cost of Shipments—Finished Stock (#1-5), from
a periodic Summary of Production Orders.
Cost of Random Stock taken out of process—from
the Summaries of Completed Jobs (all types).
Cost of Shipments- -Semi-Rough Stock, from the
Summaries of Production of the Producing De-
partment 8*
If it should be desired to have a classification of the type
of work included in the Inventory—Granite in Process at the end of
the period, such information may be taken from an analysis of un-
completed production orders.
RAKDOM STOCK
As indicated in the explanation of the transferring of the
expenses of the various departments, the Cost of Random Stock is
debited for the accumulated costs of the stone which is classed as
random stock. To the layman, an explanation of this terra is neces-
sary. The term is used somewhat ambiguously in the granite indus-
try, some granite men using it solely to identify orders for
quarried stone of approximate dimensions which, of course, cost
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less to quarry than orders for stone of exact dimensions. Other
granite men use the term to apply to granite which is put into proce
even though there may be no special order at hand. Several reasons
for such procedure are offered here. First, the stone may be in
common demand, so that there is no real risk of failure to sell.
In the second place, stone may be put into production to keep the
working force busy over a slack period. Random stock may be the
term used for a combination of both viewpoints.
For the purposes of this thesis, random stock will be con-
sidered as granite which may be put into process even though there
may be no special order at hand. The granite which is quarried
for exact sizes will be treated as described in the Cost of Quarry-
ing section. For the cases where the term is interpreted both
ways, an adjustment of the two methods may be arrived at.
The sources for entries in this account are as follows:
Debits:
1. From Granite in Process (for accumulated
cost of stages prior to the one from which
the stone was transferred to random stock.
)
2. From the Applied Expense Accounts (for the
applied expense rate for the stage from
which it was transferred.
)
3. For 13ae value of the direct labor performed
in the case of stone transferred from the
finishing department.
Credits:
1. For the random stock put back into process.
2. For Cost of Random Stock Sold.
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Because of the fact that random stock usually contains a large
amount of partly-processed stone, it may be found desirable to keep
a perpetual inventory record. V/henever stone is placed in random
stock, it should be numbered so that the expenses which have been
applied may be definitely tied up with that piece of stone when it
is brought into any of the producing departments again. This in-
ventory record should be kept in the office and a Summary of Random
Stock movements should be furnished by either the Plant Superin-
tendent or the man in charge of the yard stock.
As in the case of Granite in Process, there will be a debit
balance at the beginning of the period for the value of random
stock on hand at that time. The balance in the account at the end
of the period will be the amount of the Inventory of Random Stock
at that time.
DRAFTHIG AUD DESIGKHTG EXPOSES
The expenses of the drafting and designing departments are
directly apportionable to the cost of each job. These expenses are
gathered under one title and should be charged to the job in some
definite ratio. Perhaps the best method is to distribute the ex-
penses in proportion to the amount of time spent on each job by
the members of this department. An applied expense account may be
used in distributing these expenses and this account should approxi-
mate the actual expense account, provided that the proper estimates
have been made.
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SELLTOG EXPENSES AND ADL1HTISTRA? IVE EXPENSES
Powelson offers the following definitions for these accounts
—
"Selling expenses are those directly incurred in selling the goods
. . .
." (Applied to the granite industry, •products" would be
substituted for the word "goods". ) "The general or administrative
expenses represent expenses incurred in administering the office
routine, and all expenses not directly applicable to activities such
as selling or manufacturing." (From later sections in his book,
it is clear that he interprets financial expenses as being of the
same type as selling and manufacturing expenses, that is, non-
administrative expenses. )
With reference to the inclusion of selling and administrative
expenses in order to arrive at the cost to make and sell, the
following extract is taken from Lawrence—"It is not sufficient
from the viewpoint of marketing to know only the gross profit on
sales, because there are many conditions in which the spread be-
tween the cost to manufacture and the selling price may be con-
trolled to the advantage of the selling and manufacturing organiza-
tions. Knowledge of the amount of selling and administrative ex-
pense incurred in the sale of each product helps to determine which
is the most profitable product. Ability to control and direct ex-
penditures for selling and administrative purposes may result in an
Introductory Accounting, John A. Powelson, Prentice Hall, Jan. 1928,
p. 501-2.

increased profit on certain classes of products or assist in the
elimination of unprofitable linos. Sales policies may be altered
in light of such information to the profit of the business. It
is, therefore, advantageous in the operation of a cost system to
carry the costs beyond the cost to manufacture and to ascertain the
cost to make and sell each product of the factory."*
The size of the average granite company makes it impractical
to attempt a detailed distribution of the selling expenses. A
general rule might be followed—\7herever possible, charge the actual
expenses to the individual job, i. e. commission, if sold by a
company salesman or agent. The selling expenses which cannot be
directly charged to the job should be apportioned over the accounts
of the cost of sales of all types, in proportion to the total
sales. Thus it might be determined that they represent 15% of the
selling price. In such a case, in addition to any direct selling
expenses which may have been applied to a given order, XS$ of
the selling price must be charged to the order.
The administrative expenses may be apportioned over the
accounts of the cost of sales of all typos in proportion to the
total sales, in the same manner prescribed for those selling expenses
not directly chargeable to a given order; then each job may be
charged proportionately for its share of the expenses. As in the
*Gost Accounting, W. B.Lawrence, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1928, pp. 231-232.
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case of other expenses, applied expense accounts are used for this
distribution.
COST OP SALES—GHUSHED STONE
COST OF SALES—III SCELLAKEOUS
It is assumed, for the purposes of this thesis, that these
sales activities are of minor importance when the other sales ac-
tivities are considered. Crushed stone is usually processed with
spoiled stone and stone from the grout pile, and, if such is the
case, there should be no charge for stone to the Cost of Sales
Crushed Stone account. It is necessary, however, to gather the
costs which enter into the crushing process and charge them to the
cost of sales account. This might be accomplished by setting up
a control account for crushed stone and supporting it with an
analysis sheet. Ko applied expense account is necessary because
the actual expenses may be thrown into cost of sales account at the
end of the month.
The Miscellaneous Sales differ from the Crushed Stone Sales
in that there may be some processing in the regular line operations,
and, where such is the case, the applied expenses for that type of
work should be charged to Cost of Sales—Miscellaneous account.
These two Cost of Sales accounts offer the accountant a chance to
use some discretion in gathering the expenses of such activities.
The amount involved may be such a small value as to cause him to
ignore an apportionment of costs to a cost of sales account and to
treat the income from such activities as a reduction of the Cost
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of Sales of all types.
Every month, charges may be made to these accounts for their
portion of the applied selling and administrative expenses.
SUBSIDIARY ACCOUNTS
DIRECT LABOR
INDIRECT LABOR
These accounts have been discussed under the section describ-
ing the payroll records.
COMPENSATION INSURANCE
"Workingmen* s compensation is insurance imposed by law upon
employers to compensate their employees (or the dependants of em-
ployees), according to a definite schedule of benefits provided
in the compensation statute, for any injuries they may sustain from
accidents arising out of and in the course of their employment.
This indemnity is generally paid without regard to negligence or
fault on the part of either employer or employee." The insurance
premiums are paid by the employer, and the employee is the benefici-
ary of the insurance contract. Some companies do not insure their
employees, their financial position being of such a nature that
they can provide an insurance fund, thus saving a portion of the
insurance cost.
The rates are set by districts for granite workers, and in
the New England district they range from 1.17% to 12.00^, accord-
ing to figures given in the weekly news bulletin of July 14, 1932,
Principles of Business, Charles W. Gerstenberg, Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1931, p. 640.
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published by "Granite Marble and Bronze." The reasons for such
high rates are chiefly, the number and seriousness of accidents
and the number of provable pneumosoniosia cases.
In view of the fact that the compensation insurance premiums
are based upon a percentage of the payroll figure, the distribution
of this charge over the various departments can be made on the same
basis as the labor cost distribution.
POWER HEAT AND LIGHT
The distribution of this expense has already been discussed
in the section on Cost of Service Departments.
TOOXS
The distribution of the expense of the tool shed has already
been treated in the section on Cost of Service Departments. In
addition to this cost, there is also a question as to the charge
for new tools purchased. Because of the portability, cost, and
limited life of the tools, a conservative method would be to set
up an inventory valuation for tools and to charge all new purchases
as an expense of the department for which the tool was purchased.
Such treatment is in thorough accord with the opinion set forth by
Bell and Powelson in their Auditing text.
Auditing, Bell and Powelson, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1929, p. 235.
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OTHER INSURANCE
This account will be used for the insurance premiums applicable
to each department. For this purpose, it will be necessary to
value all of the buildings and insurable assets and to break down
the values into the departments. A schedule of floor space occu-
pied by each department could be used for determining the propor-
tion of the building insurance premium chargeable as an expense to
each. An inventory valuation of the other insurable assets in each
department and the premium schedule for each might be utilized in
spreading the proper premium charge to each.
TAXES
A schedule for the distribution of the taxes over the individual
departments should be prepared based upon the portion of the tax-
able assets in each, plus the distributive share of general taxes
which might be applied on the basis of floor space.
REPAIRS—BUHDIITGS
The expense of repairs to the buildings may be spread over
each department on the basis of floor space used by each.
REPAIRS—1IA.CH ETERY AND EQUIPLENT
The expense of repairs to machinery and equipment might be
charged one of two ways. First, the actual expense for repairs in
each department may be charged directly to the department in which
the repair work was done. Another method would be to cumulate the
expenses and to pro-rate them on the basis of the valuation of the
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toery and equipment In each department. 'Therever practicable,
the first method is a more desirable one.
DEPKEC IATION
If it should be desired, the subsidiary account for deprecia-
tion may be subdivided into Depreciation—Buildings, and Deprecia-
tion—Machinery and Equipment. The writer found a varied rate for
depreciation with individual companies but the following schedule
obtained from one of the companies produced a favorable reaction
from others:
The depreciation charge for buildings should be charged to
each department on the basis of floor space occupied. The depre-
ciation charge for machinery should be charged to each department
on the basis of the inventory value of machinery in each.
SUPPLIES
Supplies should be charged to the department for which they were
purchased, and in cases where the same type of supplies are used by
more than one department, the cost should be pro-rated on the basis
of quantity used. Some granite companies find it practicable to
Jceep inventory records of all supplies and to charge each depart-
ment as the supplies are requisitioned. The discretion of the ac-
countant should be the deciding factor in distributing this expense.
Light Machinery-
Buildings—Wood-
-10%
- 3%
Buildings—Stone, Brick, and Steel
Machinery—Heavy
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BURDEN
GENERAL EXPENSE
SUPERINTENDENCE
These expenses may be charged to the departments on the basis
of direct labor hours.
DEPLETION
QUARRY DEVELOPMENT
These accounts are charged to the Cost of Quarrying on the ba-
sis of units of stone removed at the rate approved by the Internal
Revenue Department. In case that the quarry has been revalued, not
for tax purposes, the rate may be higher, but for tax purposes the
approved rate must be used.
AUTO EXPENSE
FREIGHT AND DRAYAGE
These accounts are charged for the direct expenses as they are
incurred.
BOXING
The boxing of granite for shipment is necessary for the sale
to the consumer, and all expenses in connection with this work are
directly chargeable to the Finishing Expense Subsidiary Account-
Boxing.
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advertising
commissions
SAMPLES
FREIGHT AND DRAYAGE
AUTO EXPENSE
These expenses are chargeable directly to the Selling Expense
control account because they are expenses peculiar to the sale of
the products.
ACCOUNTANTS AND ATTORNEYS
SALARIES—OFFICERS
DONATIONS
TRADE PAPERS AND ASSOCIATIONS
BEN I SCR" PLAN TAX
These expenses are chargeable directly to the Administrative
Expense control account because they are expenses peculiar to the
administrative functions of management.
BLUE PRINTS
These expenses are chargeable directly to the Drafting and
Designing Expense control account because they are expenses pecu-
liar to the drafting and designing department.

STATEMENTS: (periodic)
I. Balance Sheet
II. Profit and Loss Statement and supporting schedules:
A. Statement of Cost to Manufacture and Cost of
Goods Sold.
B. Summary of Analysis Sheets:
Producing Departments and Applied Manu-
facturing Expenses.
C. Statement of Selling and Administrative Ex-
pense.
D. Statement of Non-Operating Income and Expenses
1
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X Y Z Granite Co.
Balance Sheet as at
ASSETS December 31, 1932.
Current Assets:
Cash:
City Trust Co.
Home National Bank:
Cash: (Petty)
Accounts Receivable:
Customers
Others
Total
Less: Reserve for Bad Accounts
Rotes Receivable
Inventories:
Rough Stock
Granite in Process
Finished Stock
Random Stock
General Stores
Investments
Consigned Merchandise
Sinking Fund
Cash Surrender Value-Life Insurance
Deposits on Bids
Accrued Interest Receivables
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets:
Land:
Quarry
Developmental Expense
Total
Less: Reserve for Depletion
Book value
Processing
Machinery and Equipment:
Ojuarry
Processing
Total
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Buildings:
Quarry
Processing
Total
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Automobiles
.
Less: heserve for Depreciation
Office Furniture and Fixtures
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Spur Track
Y/ater Supply
Leaseholds
Total Fixed Assets
Total of Current & Fixed Assets Forwarded.
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Total of Current & Fixed Assets Brought Forward.
Deferred Charges:
Bond Discount
Prepaid Insurance
Prepaid Interest
Prepaid Advertising
Advances to Salesmen
Liability Insurance Fund
Total Deferred Charges
Total Assets
Liabilities and Capital
Current Liabilities:
Vouchers Payable
Notes Payable:
Trade
Bank
Others
Commissions Payable
Accrued Taxes
Dividends Payable
Payroll Accrued
Interest Accrued
Benisch Plan Liability
Total Current Liabilities
Fixed Liabilities:
Bonds Payable
Mortgage Payable
Reserve for Compensation Insurance
Total Fixed Liabilities
Total Liabilities.
Capital: (corporation)
Capital Stock-Preferred
Capital Stock-Common
Reserve for Bond Sinking Fund
Capital Surplus
Earned Surplus
Add: Profit for year
Net V/orth. December 31. 1952.
Total Liabilities and Capital .

Capital: (Partnership)
A, Loan
B. Loan
A. Capital:
Net worth, Jan. 1
Less:
Salary Account balance (D:
Drawing Account
Total
Add: Share of Profits
Net worth of A. Dec. 51 .
B. Capital:
Fet worth, Jan. 1
Less:
Drawing Account
Add:
Undrawn Salary Allowance
Share of Fet Profit
Fet worth of B« Dec. 51.
Total Liabilities and Capital
Capital: (Single Proprietorship)
Fet worth of A, Jan. 1
Less:
Drawings
Add:
Fet Profit for the year
Fet worth of A. Dec. 51 .
Total Liabilities and Capital
i
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X Y Z Granite Co.
Schedule C
Statement of Selling and Administrative Expense
Year Ended December 31, 1932.
Selling Expenses:
Salaries
Insurance
Taxes
Depreciation
Power Heat & Light
Repair—Buildings
General Expense
Freight & Drayage
Travelling Expense
Advertising
Commissions
Samples, etc.
Auto Expense
Total Selling Expenses
Selling Expense Charged to Cost*
Over or Under-Applied Selling Expense.
Administrative Expenses:
Salaries
Insurance
Taxes
Depreciation
Power Heat and Light
Repairs—Buildings
General Expense
Travelling Expense
Accountants and Attorneys Pees
Salaries—Officers
Trade Papers and Associations
Donations
Benisch Plan Tax
Total Administrative Expense
Administrative Expense Charged to Cost*
Over or Under-Applied Administrative Expense.
Detail from summaries of completed and uncompleted jobs and in-
spection of the accounts—Cost of Shipments—Rough Stock, and
Cost of Shipments— Semi-?.ough Stock.

X Y | Granite Go.
Schedule D
Statement of ITon-Opera ting Income and Expen
Year Ended, December 31, 1932.
ITon-Oporating Expense:
Sales Discounts
Interest-Bonds
Interest-Mortgage
Other Interost
Bad Debts
Loss on Sale of Capital Assets
Life Insurance Premiums
Miscellaneous Charges
Total Non-Operating Expense
lion-Operating Incomej
Interest Received
Purchases Discounts
Rent Received
Income from Investments
Damage Claims
R.R. Overcharge allowed
Gain on Sale of Capital Assets
Miscellaneous Dacome
Total Non-Operating Income

U5
CONCLUSION
Because no person can attempt to present a practical applica-
tion of accounting principles to any type of endeavor unless ho
knows and understands the peculiarities of that particular enter-
prise, the writer has presented a description of the granite in-
dustry. This was followed by the offering of a chart of accounts
which might be used as a basis for the accounts of a granite com-
pany. The accounts peculiar to the granite industry wore explained
and the accounting treatment was suggested. Then a model set of
books of entry, forms, and schedules were explained and supple-
mented by the forms themselves, while the two foregoing sections
represented contributions to the accounting for the granite in-
dustry, the most important contribution of the thesis (in the
mind of the writer) rests in the section on the methods of accumu-
lating information for cost purposes. '.Thile the writer cannot say
that he has presented the last word in cost accounting for granite
companies, he firmly believes that he has presented an intelligent
discussion of the accounting principles involved and that he has
given the accountants in that field something tangible to work with.
Mention has been made in the thesis of the lack of cost in-
formation in most granite companies. The writer experi<3nced
difficulty in obtaining a detailed description of this* and had
to content himself with personal conversations and interviews
during which he had to advance ideas in an attempt to find out
what might be desirable. This proved to be a long and weary task
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in view of the absence of any real material available on the account-
ing for the industry. To illustrate this point, the result of six
hours of interview with representatives of three granite companies
produced material for approximately 150 words in the thesis. As a
point of interest it might be noted that in order to get in these
six hours of actual interview, a total of 13 hours was consumed.
A word of caution may well be inserted with reference to the
use of the applied expense accounts. Unless an honest and intelli-
gent application of this theory is given, the effect of the system
will be lost. The underlying idea is that an attempt is being
made to approximate costs as nearly as possible and the estimates
should be consistent with up-to-date information and conditions.
If it is noted that the estimates are not in proportion to current
conditions, they should be adjusted.
On account of the peculiarities of the individual companies,
no single system of accounting can be applied in detail to every
company in that field. There must, and can be adaptations of an
accounting system to meet the needs of the particular company.
From the reaction on the part of granite accountants to whom the
writer gave an outline of his work, he feels that he has offered
the industry something to work with.
There has been observed a lack of harmony between the members
of the granite industry. This is undoubtedly due to the fierce
competitive condition not only within the industry but between the
competing building stone industries in addition to the crematory
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Interests and the modern cemetery management in the memorial compe-
tition. To meet the outside competition, an industry should ti r#iten
its own lines and present organized opposition.
In this case, the writer feels that he has derived much per-
sonal benefit from the preparation of this thesis. It constituted
his first attempt to write in his academic field and the results
malce him feel that he has been able to apply the knowledge he ab-
sorbed in his undergraduate and graduate work. His personal con-
tacts have been broadened considerably, and, in the same degree,
he has brought attention to the academic work of the university
with which he is now connected professionally, as well as to his
Alma Mater.
In his position as a student of accounting, the writer feels
keenly the attitude of granite men toward the need for accounting
records that mean something. The lack of necessary cost informa-
tion and the inefficient records which are to be found are to be
regretted. He sincerely hopes that the industry will recognize
this great deficiency and take steps to remedy the situation.
The additonal expense of bringing the records to a point where they
will be of real value, if there is any increase of expense, should
be more than repaid by the benefits to be derived from a firmer ba-
sis for figures in competitive bidding both within and outside of
the industry.
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Form 19
Summary of Contract #
Contract Price:
Stone:
No. of Pieces Cubic Feet
Sawing Cost:
No. of Pieces Surface Feet
Polishing Cost:
No. of Pieces Surface Feet
Carborundum Worlc:
No. of Pieces Lineal Feet
Finishing:
Direct Labor Hours
Finishing Expense Applied
Drafting & Designing
Data
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate
Cost
C0 8t
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost to Manufacture
Selling Expense (Est. ) Applied
Adm. Expense (Est.) Applied
Cost to Manufacture and Sell (deduct from Contract Price)
Estimated Profit or Loss
No te :
A summary of Production Orders for this contract will give
the necessary figures for the above cost of Manufacture.
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